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ICE FAMINE END,
IN SIGHT TODAY
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PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 9 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

BOULEVARD BIDS
BEING RECEIVED

•••••m•IT.•••••

10 CENTS PER WEEK

THE TRUE STORY OF HOW HE LANDED THE TWENTY-FIVE POUNDER.
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Factories at Last Working to
Their Full Capacity

Improvements on Jefferson
Street Soon to Begin

Some of the Incidents of the Shortage
for the Local Consutme
'lion.

aVork Starts on Fountain Avenue to
Be Followed on Broadway to
City Limits,

"Ilesley," Wallace Residence,
Threatened Today

/UMW

eases,
Women and Children Fight Blase,
Vhile Farm Randa Mee
Furrows. .......4...41.111111

•

OTHER

TOWNS

ALSO

SUFFER.

Politics and business as subjects of
conversation have been relegated to
an ignominious oblivion in the family circle, and the housewife with her
pitiful tale of the scarcity of ice, and
the dire results to her larder, is the
center of attention. The two ice distributing companies in the city awoke
this morning to a situation worse
than yesterday and the setback in deliveries of ice was further increased
by the delay in securing the commo•
duty at the factory.
At 3 o'clock this morning wagons
began to arrive at the factory but
that old maxim about the early bird
getting the worm was disproven completely, as at noon today, some of
the wagons were still etatnding at the
Ice chute waiting for their first load.
The South Third street factory got
Into operation this morningligsd relief
from the ice famine seems in prospect for tomorrow. The First street
factory never stopped last night and
has been In continuous operation
since early Sunday morning.
Business House-s
Wisdom has marked the handling
of the siteatIon by the ice dietributfug companies. 'they have ignored
the needs of the ordinary housekeepers until the big consumers have been
partially supplied. The soda water
fountains, saloons, office buildings,
hotels, restaurants and other public
places have been given first. consideration and this has in a measure
stopped any effectual protest. Of
course, their telephones have not
ceased to ring since the famine began
from irate housekeepers, but their
protest Is not public and can to a limited extent be ignored
until the
heaviest pressure has been relieved.
Like; a situation one winter in Pa-1
ducah during a coal farnifie., the
wagons have been beld,and ice deteauded whether or not it was agreeable to the drivers. Some of the
soda foentains and other public con
sumers, took no chances and doubled
on their early morning purchases. At
the offices of the ice distributing companies, the first load of ice received
at the factory was unloaded so that
any requests in perton for ice could
he met. Whenever an especially
strong request for ice comes in, it Is
met, tett not usually in full and some
of the drivers had instructions to
bell only a certain amount to each
consumer, so that there would be
enough to go around.
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ACRES OF FLAMES
BY SUMMER HOMES

STREET RAILWAY EXTENSIONS.

IT WAS

REAL

PRAIRIE

FIRE

CILA CIL.TIDY:

Bids are being received from conRealistic western
tractors on the improvement of the
methods were
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes- trackway on
resorted by summer residents in
Jefferson street from
C:=‘
a
dal, slightly cooler tonight. Highest Nineteenth street
light
against a prairie fire at Mr.
to
Twenty-fifth
temperature yesterday. 100; lowest street, according
George C. Wallace's country
to the agreement
place
in the Gregory
today', 76.
between the traction company and
Heights neighborhood this morning at 10:30
the residents. The center of.the
o'clock
which for a while threatened
street where the car track is, will be
the
SMALLPDX.
handsome home. Lighted
graded and filled in to make a grass
matches
Arthur, Ind., July 9.—Ninedropped by small boys, in tall, dry
Plot and a concrete curb will be run
teen cases Of smallpox were die.
grass in a field near the house, redown each side. The track can be
covered in it settlement near here
sulted in a fire that swept several
crossed only at the street intersectoday. Five families are afflictacres before it was mastered,
tens and West Jefferson street pracand
ed, Over one hundred persons
partly burned down a fence.
tically will be made two streets with
were exposed and health officer;
the park strip between.
Resourcefulness of the older farm
hands confined the damage to that
are busy quarantining the place.
Contractor G. W. Katterjohn also
•
extent. Hastily hitching up teams to
started the improvement of Fountain
as many plows as could be
avenue
this
morning,
from
secured.
Broadway
Owingsville, Ky., July 0.—An
a double furrow was plowed
to Jefferson street. This block will
all
epidemic of smallpox prevails on
around the burning area and the fire
be finished with concrete sidewalks,
Yocum creek, Morgan county,
was
thus
curbs and gutters and then Broadway
controlled. Then
women
More than 30 canes are reported
)
/
1
24.1)E12and children, with
from Fifteenth to Twenty-fifth street
the few male
and refugees from the place have
hands on the place, augmented
will be similarly treated.
' _,
by
arrived here.
the other residents in the neighbor'Nineteenth, Street Line.,
extriy„.crop of nature, fakirs is makingsits appearance.
hood, pulled, up the grass near the
Among the extensive improvements
EDDY CASE.
double furrows and attacked the
—Wilder in Chicsgo Record -Heraldgoing on or planned for the western
Botitoo, July 9.—Leaders of
flames with sticks and buckets of
end of the city, all are in an adthe Christian church with the
water.
vanced state except the extension of
attorneys are meeting here today
The dry grass burned fiercely. Evthe traction company's Rue out
to prepare a protest to be filed
ers. little gust of wind would give an
Broadway to Nineteenth street,thence
with Judge Chamberlain against
impulse to the flames and the little
to Guthrie avenue, and tfie Mayfield
band of fire-fighters more. than mice
subjecting Mrs. Eddy to what
road.
Residents lb Worten's addithey consider an indignity and
thought the house would be reached.
iton and that section of the city have
The burning fence was pulled down
sacrilege of examination by a
been waiting nearly a year on the
to stop the fire in that direction and
lunacy commission.
improvement, which tcording to the
forming a wall between the fire and
ordinance, was to. have been comCOLORED PRISONER IS
the house, the women, children and
pleted and in operation within a year Juvenile Offenders
INSANE BECAUSE OF HEAT
INSANITY.
Released
Has No Oars and Waves From men heat down the fire with sticks.
after its passage. In the traction
•
New York, July 9.—That the
No
company's the delay in finishing the
on Recognizance. Bat
Nor Water.
Clements Trap, colored was transdefense of Chester Runyan, who
Passing-Steamer Wash Boat Meagre.Apparatus
fire fighting apparatus in
extension is placed with the city. A
ferred yesterday afternoon from the
stole almost 111100,000 from the
Report
the
to Court Every Mon- city to the county jail, and tomorrow Ashore --Picked fp
od made it of the utfill on Broadway must be widened
Windsor Trust company, part of
Twelve mostneighborho
importance to control the fire
and a culvert built by the city before
will
be
tried
which he spent on a woman,
for
lunacy.
lie
was
finday
About Their Conduct
In the field. Not one of the handfl line can be completed.
Miles Below
ed last week in pollee court and
Meanwhile
probably will bc insanity was
some country homes around the Walthat
section
of
the
city
went
to
remains
jail
unable
to
the
revealed today when Runyan, arpay it. He belace place is equipped to fight a serionly one not served by the traction
gan acting queerly Saturday and yesraigned, pleaded to the indictous blaze, the extent of their facilicompany, excepting that part of the ROOM CLEARED OF _CHILDRE
ment of gram! lareetty. RunN. terday was pronounced of unsound EXPERIENCE OF
PADUCAHANS. ties being fire extinguishers and
city beyond Island creek.
Mind by physicians. It le presumed
yam's effortless pleaded
not
buckets. The city water mains
The new line to Gregory Heights
the
heat
caused
do not
it.
Trap
keeps
himguilty and were given until Monextend within three quarters of a
in the west end is being pushed and
self
stripped
of
all
clothing and
day to make any .motion.they
mile of that neighborhood. Wells are
will he in operation by the time that
Although McCracken county has tears at his skin.
desired.
With dead engines and no paddles the only source
residence district is thrown open for op juvenile court, as provided for by
of water supply.
with which to reach shore, and subHad "Elleeley", Mr,
active building.
Wallace's
the last legislature. Police Judge D.
jected to the high waves of passing country place, burned,
TM'S/ BUSTING.
the "Pines",
A. Cross inaugurated the probation
motets,
fourteen
young
society peo- Mr. Friedman's home; "Lolomal
Oyster Hay, July 9.—"Trust
method of treating juvenile offenders.
ple of Paducah were forced to drift Lodge",
busting" problems are under illsMr.
George Flournoy's
when released John Nicholson and Ed
in a gasoline launch from Brookport place; "Rustic Hall", Mr. Gregory's
at Sagamore Hill today.
gar Holland on their own reeogniz
to Metropolis, Ill., from 7:30 o'clock place"; "The Cabbage Patch" and
President Roosevelt's guest list
mice, enjoining them to adopt some
until between 2 and 3 o'clock this Mr. R. B. Phillips' place, would have
Includes Herbert Knox Smith,
honest employment and report to him
morning,
been endangered. The houses are
chief of the bureau of corporaevery Monday morning, so that he
Dr. W. C. Iverson, one of the pro- separated by some distance, but flytions, and Frauds B. Kellogg,
may know they are conducting themprietors of the Iverson & Wallace ing sparks almost certainly
special counsel employed by the
would
Eloquent Speakers and Good pharmacy,
selves properly.
Seventh and Washington have set lire to other fields or housdepartment of justice in the
These two boys were arrested by
prosecution of big corporations.
Successor to Rehkopf Concern Detective 'I'. J. Moore for stealing Singing at Dedicatory Ex- streets, was the host. In the party es. Easily $30,000 of property would,
were Messrs. W. C. Iverson, Fred have been In danger without much
Organized Today With Cap- brass; fixtures, lead and nickel from a ercises at the Church Next Wade, David Koger, Charles Cox, prospect of checking the flames.
CHEATS GALLOWS.
south side residence. They literally
Not only western methods were
Guy Jones, Henry Henneberger and
Lexington, Ky., July 9.—
Allowances Cut.
ital Stock of $30,000, Soon stripped it of saleable metal and Friday Night
used in fighting the flames in the
John
Montgomer
y,
the
latter
of
Aaron
McCabe, colored, under
It is because many consumers did
were :'caught with the goods on."
Thomasville, Ga., a guest of the host field, the women showed true westsentence of death for the murder
Will be in Operation
not get their usual supply yesterday
trying to dispose of the metal to a
in Paducah. Misses Lilly May and ern pluck in not croaking or calling
of Martin Clark, hanged himself
that the scarcity was felt today more
Junk dealer.
MANY MINISTERS TAKE PART. Corinne Winetead, Mary Bolling, on their husbands In the city for
the county jail last night. He
than yesterday, with the output runThe boys, who show promise of
Anna Ray Conradde. of Williarnston; help. Many of the men who own the
cut
a rope used in holding the
ning along uniformly at the factory.
making men of themselves, agreed to
OFFICERS
Garnett
OF
Buckner , Frances Wallace homes in the neighborhood did not
NEW
COMPANY
.
hunk of the cell, made a noose
Frozen desserts were rare in private
ell the stipulations of Judge Cross,
and Ethel Brooks. They were chaper learn of the danger until the fire
and attached it So a steel bar
residences yesterday both on account
and were glad of the chance to rewas out. It caused the greatest exSpecial music by the male choir °nett by Miss Bolling's sister.
above.
of the small amount of Ice received
deem themselves, as they seemed to of the First Baptist church
citement In the neighborhood since
will
be
a
An
engineer
and pilot were taken
and the lateness of the hour It was
the homes have been built.
Plans long considered to organize have been led into mischief by love of feature at the dedication of the Secalong and the trip to Brookport was
dettreret.
•
BOAT CAPSIZES.
a company to take over the E. Beh- excitement and the bazaar.
ond Baptist church, Ninth and Ohio pleasant. Turning around
course
the
Ice wagons have been forced to deNew
York, July 9.—Capkopf tannery property were consuni- Boys Excluded From Court Room. streets, Friday evening. The pastor,
Mr. Robertson Seeks Mee.
struck was for Smithland, but a series
liver ice whenever they can get it
sized in the midtUe of the HudJudge Cross s enforcing a rule, the Rev. L. G. Graham. has been
mated today, when the Padurah
Mr. Ashley Robertson, the
well
of explosions ended in the engine
from the factory, and any regular
son river, three members of the
excluding
minors
from
Tannery company, with $3',e000 capthe police busy on the details and today be finstopping and refusing to move. The known leather worker and former
schedules of delivery they formerly
crew of H. Clay Pierce's *team
ital stock, practically all subscribed, court room. Boys have been in the ished the program for..the evening.
boat drifted, turning around and member of the school board, was thin
had have been wiped out. It has
yacht •Yaconie," ere • missing
'Jewett-gent:ed, and application made habit of sitting in the cdhrf, listening
Scripture reading and prayer, the
morning adjudged of unsound mind
around,
made the usual hard work much seand undoubtedly drowned. They
for articles of incorporation. There to the stories of crimes and vice to- Rev. Calvin M. Thompson;,
and ordered taken to the Hopkinsverer on the men running the wagons.
-1
When
Brookport
was
passed
tried to roe to the yacht
the
cited
daily
on the witness stand.
are 300 shares of $10.0 each.
"Our Church‘and Its Grigiti",
vine asylum'. He had been ill many
headlight of the Dick Fowler, comThere has not been any thought of
small boat, which capsized.
The incorporators are Muscoe Bur- Judge Cross observed the daily re- PurYear•
weeks, and his illness affected his
an increase in price though
maey
nett., W. L. Bower and William Stew- currence of familiar faces, and gave
"Our Church and the West Union ing up from Cairo, was sighted. The mind. He had periods of failing
fast
consumers would gladly have paid it
packet
passed.
the
instruction
small
officers
the
boat
s
at
to
exclude Association", the Rev. J. R. Stewart.
art. The officers are to be J. A.
*341,000 WORTH.
memory, and realizing that he was
tcr get the coveted ice. Ordeis reBauer, president; H. A. Petter, vice- boys hereafter.
Martinsville, Ind., July %—
"Our Church and the Missions", full speed not recognizing the distress not mentally sound, asked to be
signals.
ceived at the factory frOm
out-ofThieves broke into the Big Four
the Rev. T. M. McGee.
presndent; 0. R Starks, secretarytaken to some institution, where he
not filled antil
The boat was washed ashore by could receive attenSipnis
-"Our Church as a Field", the Rev.
railroad oMt•e last night and
treasurer; William Stewart, superine
oni.,nexperts
the local demand is supplied. Tetley
waves
T.
from
B. Rouse.
the steamer Mit was Off in mental diseases.
stole *Peti(s) worth of tickets
tendent. Mr. Stewart was superin•
in all probability will be the last of
"Our Church and Sister Baptist again before any one could mike fast
tendent for the Rehkopf company.
and tieAk _the office stamp punch
the scarcity and with the second faca line.
Churches", the Rev Mr. Allen.
Other stockholders are W. R. Jones,
also.
Family Washing Stolen.
tory running, no further ine.onven"The Sunday School Opportunity
Jesse Gilbert, Ed Farley.
When the lights of Metropolis were
Mrs John Cook, of Sixth and Adlence will result this bummer
Church",
of
Our
the Rev. J. R. sighted, a small signal from up the
The company will bond. the plant,
AMERICAN
IEW.
ams streets, reports the loss of mane
Ice Famine Elsewhere.
Clark.
which was bought in by creditors of
The Hague, July 0.— Antcyl.
river brought hope for relief. The garments from her residence
SunPaducah is not the -only town
Concluding remarks; the Rev.-Cal- owners of the boat,
can British, Dutch and Seinniah,
the bankrupt ES Rehkopf concern and
becoming alarmed day. She left soiled clothes in the
.where the ice factory was found unvin
M.
Thompson.
delegate.; to the prate conferbuy it for $20,000.0. They will comat the absence of the 'party, due be- laundry room in the rear of the resWashington. July FS— Hereafter
prepared to meet the extraordinary
- Benediction hr the pastor, the fore 11 o'clock, had pent
ence «inferred today, regarding
mence the erection of new buildings mere injunet.on to restrain
out a relief idence for the washer woman, and
illegal
demand brought about by the exthe bombardment of unfortitied
at once, and expect to he in opera- combinations from doing business Rev. L. G. Graham,
boat. The relief boat towed the Monday morning found that. some
cessive heat, according to a director
towns.
Count
Toredelli, of
tion in 34 days.
launch and party back to Paducah. thief had taken every garment.
will not. he enough for the governPRINCETON STATION'S
of the ice eompany speaking of the
"Italy", was instructed to draft
ment. Wherever conditions permit It
eitemtion here this morning. They
LAWN
OCCUPIES BLOCK
'wowed,lott embracing the
BODY 01)
is proposed to request. the court to
4 -A ROUST %BOUT
Able to Sit Up.
Married at Cairo.
have telegraphed to Cairo, Mouud
American views.
COMES TO THE SURFACE. appoint a receiver to operate the
Harry Clark son of Fire and PoJames W Davis and Grace Arnie.
Princeton bids fair not only to have
City, Fulton, Peoria and other points
P
t
business of the convicted corporation the
prettiest lawn at a railroad sta- lice Commissioner Mann W. Clark, of La Center, were married at Cairn
near Paducah, where ice Is manuHAY WOOD CASE.
and squeeze, out the witer and sell tion
yesterday,
While
steamer
dthe
Royal
on the Illinois Central on the who is suffering fsom consumptim
was
factured and hace found them unBoise, July 9.— Depoaltions,
churning the water around
the the plants so as to revive competi- Louisville division, but on the whole McAllister, Indian Terrlaary. is betable to meet more than their local deattacking Harry Orchard's story
north end of the wharfboat at 12:30 tion. Tobacco and powder trusts are system, according to William Keller, ter and able to sit up. He father tel
mands.
that he planted a bomb in the
o'clock today, the body of Pete to be attacked first.
gardener of the Louisville division, egraphed the improved condition last
"We will be turning out 125 tons
house of F. W. Bradley at San
colored
Cosby,
the
roustabout
who arrived
,
who
this
morning from night.
tomorrow
there
and
will be
Francisco are again being read
a dar,by
fell off the Joe Fowler and
Will Remove Bulleti,
Princeton and went to Louisville towas
no lee famine at all," said a director
In the Haywood ease today. It
drowned Sunday night, came to the
Patrolman Sam Howell is stilt able day at noon. The station and lawn
Organise Sawdust Club.
Of the company this morning. "For
Is expected the reading will consurface. The body was pulled out of to be on duty although the bullets In at PrIgceton occupy a whole block
Patrolmen Clarh and Hurley are
three days we have tried to get a full
sume the entlre'day. Haywood
The river and Coroner Esker had It his shoulders give him considerable and will be a big improvement for organizing what they call the "Saw
crew of laborers, either white or color President Nloyer, of the NMIburled without delay. Though In the pain. Yesterday the doctors used thei town. hate year Mr. Keller re- Dust" club. About 200 members will
ored, bat it has been impossible, and
ens' Federal ion, w ill probably
water only 36 hours It was miteh dis- the Roentgen rays and found that ceited Instructions from Chicago not be secured and then a big banquet
that has been partly responsible for
take the stand tomorrow.
Prof. C W Oldness, the -mateyfigured and filth evidently had eaten several bunets will have tp be remov- to put any extra work on the old will be given. They have met
with walker, was stopped
the inconveni011eto quoted. It requires
at Fulton on his
part of the fate. '
shoulders
lawn
as
as
plans
they
from
the
are
ed
for
a
success
large
lawn
In
and
a
short
were
time
will have way to Plidueith yesterday.
48 houot to libilltifilieture ice,--36 to reasonable load and returns In a few
by the
contemplat
against
i
ed.
nerves
number.
the
th•
freeze t's-.aSter it has been killed,— hours after aeother, but in the last
Greenville, Miss, authorities.• 'who
GRAIN MARKET.
and this extram-dinary demand corn- throe days, they have taken on all
wished to notify him of his wife's unCincinnati, July M.— Wheat,
Three Children Cremated.
Sisters' Annual Retreat.
Scraper Plant Burned.
ing so suddenly bas been handled re- they could cvr4v, thee _tiejeying. the
expected deeth from Duras .she reLid; corn, 57t oat% 41k I-411.
academe,
•
Food
Mary',
Du
Lae;
Titer
St
of
-Meters
t
JOY 9.— the plant of refired there last week. Prof. GlArieve
t.- mmi-fireilaih up orrii other wsgon's.. In spite of the obFifth and Monroe eticets, loft for St. children of Jaeon Field, aged three the American Scraper company, one turned
dition of First street has Made It diffi- stacles we havellinet. we will he meethack to Greenville and it Is
Mr. E H. Wilford
months
has
gone
academy
Uniontown
at
to
to Vincenra.
four years, were burned of the largest in the United States,
,
cult for the %Pagoda to get their loads. ing all local demands and shipping to Bowling
not known what his future Plans are,
Green, his old home, for a where they will take the annual re- to death In a lire started by a gafwae burned to the ground this morn- or whether he will come here in the
Usually a wagon comes up, gets a Outside points tomorrow."
,several days' visit.
treat. They will return In tOtt days. otitm eiplosiegthis moratea.
ing. Only a Mall section wail Saved. near future.
.
0Mb.
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Judge D. A. Cross Introduces
PARTY DRIFTING
The Probation System in Court IN DEAD LAUNCH
Must

SECOND BAPTIST
PROGRAM IS OUT

NEW TANNERY CO.
TAKES OLD PLANT

i.

SQUEEZING WATER
OUT OF TRUSTS

PROF. OLDRIEVE
REACHED FULTON

•

-

a
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THE PADUCAH"h v ENIN6 Fins

DI:IA/Es

1
IN TEAM LINE UP

our MAKING CHANGES

• .RHEtimAnsyi

11"S THE SKIN, NOT THE BLOOD
Costly Error of Treatment of Skin
Dieteseee By Intense! Nostrums
When the Surface Alone
Should Be Healed.

TWO VACANCIES
FILLED BY BOARD

AIIINIIIIIM1111111111.1111A11.11111011111

Ease

Elegance E

The cause ef Rheumatism is a sour, acid
condition of-the blood, brought
about by indigestion, chronic constipat
ion, and the accumulation in the
If you slash your finger do you
system of refuse matter which the natural
eliminative organs have failed to
drink liniment to cure It? No, you
carry out. This refuse or waste matter
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
ferments and sours, generating uric Independents Will be Able to apply the lotion to the
wound, yet Police and Fire Commissioners
acid which is absorbed into the blood and
distributed to all parts of the body,
peop:e
are
treating
and Rheumatism gets possession of
skin
diseases
Beat Everything
Reading, Recycle a,pd Laclede Bicycles, TERMS EASY.
the system. One may also be born
constantly by dosing the stomach.
Elect
with a predisixssition or tendency to
Rheumatism, because like all blood disUntil
a few years ago many doceases it can be transmitted from parent
to child. The aches and pains of
tors thought that skin diseases origithe disease are only symptoms which
Sold and guaranteed by
you may scatter or relieve with liniHenry Dicke in Box and "Big" Tay. nated with the blood. But the appliments. plasters, blisters, etc., or deaden with
Orders Issued to Keep All Unattached
opiates. As soon, however,
cation of the germ proves that akin
as such treatment is left off or there is any
Jur On Second Greatly strengthVehicles Off streets of
exposure to cold or dampness, or
diseases are caused by germs which
after an attack of indigestion or
ens Them.
constipation, the wandering pains, sore
Paducssh.
Ipage
muscles and joints, and tender places on
in the skin.
the flesh return, and the sufferer
finds that he has merely checked the symptom
To
cure
the
skin
direct,
through
s while the real cause of the
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
the skin, Dr. Decatur D. Dennis comdisease remains in the blood. Rheumatism
can never be cured while the
BOOKIN
blood remains saturated with irritating, pain
New
pounded oil of wintergreen and othGS
Phone
FOR
THIS
481-a
SEASON
Old Phone 743
HUMANE OFFICER JAI' TONER.
-producing uric acid poison.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism by driving the
er iemedial agents into a liquid caacause out of the blood. It thoroughly cleanses the blood and renovates
ed D. D D. Prescription He gave
the circulation by neutralizing the
acids and expelling all foreign matter from
this to his patients and found that
the system. S. S. S. stimulates
With the
and invigorates the blood so that instead
addition of Henry the eczema germs were eradicated
of a weak, sour stream, constantly
George Starrett, patrolman, and
(Dutch) Dicke to the pitching staff, while the healthy skin was not indepositing acrid and corrosive matter in the
muscles. joints, nerves and
James Williams, fireman, were apJohn ,Hollan Independents feel con- jured at all.
bones, the body is soothed and nourishe
d by rich, health-sustaining blood,
pointed, police powers were taken
fident of winning two out of three
which completely and permanently cures Rheumat
hater Dr. Dennis was ptevailed
ism.. S. S. S. is composed
from Watchman E. E. Holt and conof roots, herbs and barks which
games
from
INSURANCE A Ci EN'TS
any
team
in
:this sec- upon to allow a private company in
possess both purifying and tonic propertiesferred on a humane officer, Jap Toner,
just what is needed in every case of
tion. Dicke's return to the box cou- Chicago to put up this remedy
in and a sweeping
Rheumatism. Book on Rheumatism
order was made to
pled to the acquisiti
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. lor on second and a on of "Big" Tai- bottles. While Da. Dennis has no di- clear the streets of all vehicles with
change of the in- rect connection with
the company no
horses attached by the board of
field and outfield, makes* the team selling the prescription he
endorsed
stronger
doubly
.
Captain Leslie Bennett is on the
the remedy and sanctioned the :sale fire and police commissioner's last
night. The meeting was held at J.
"The first few weeks of baseball of D. D. D. through drug
Barth which is now the property of
stores.
was an experiment to me", stated
the W'est Kentucky Coal company.
Fire,
Great credit is due to physicians K. Bonds' drug store and Commis
Steam Boiler,
Forty of the round trip passengers Manager Holten. "I now see where who recommend this remedy- and stoners Bonds, Jesse Gilbert and
Life,
Bonds,
Dick
my
Sutherla
weak
nd
were
spots
are,
present,
Chattano
and
brought in on the
am fast rem- there are many such physicians Comoga are
Accident,
'Plate Glass,
missione
edying
them.
r
Mann W. Clark being in InI believe now, that I when they can make so much larger
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We vouch for D. D. D. Prescrip- James Brennan, who resigned to work
23.8 a.3 fall nooga will leave Wednesday at noon
work is as perfect as possible to tion arisj D. D. D. soap and recom- for the Illinois Central.
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3.8 0.1 fall for Chattanooga.
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Manager Holten has been busy R. W. WALKER & CO.,
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The Jim Duffy arrived this morn5.9 0.5 rise
Williams is well known generally in
ing been definitely arranged:
Mt. Carmel
3.6 0.4 fall lug from the Cumberland river with
Paducah and is popular.
Waverly.
Tenn.,
against
Paducah,
Nashville
8.0 0.1 fall ties and will lay up for repairs. The
The board ordered Chief of Police
Sunday, August 14.
Pittsburg
6.0 0.2 rise Ayer-Lord Tie contsany will send the
James Collins to swear out warrants
Boston Bloomer Girls against PaSt. Louis
20.4 0.2 rise Inverness out in the Duffy's place toagainst all persons guilty of leaving
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9.7 1.3 fall morrow, to the Cumberland river.
Dawson Springs against Paducah,
vehicles of any kind with no horse
Paducah e.
11.3 0.6 fall The Russell Lord will go to the Ten August
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14-15.
AUSPICIOUSLY attached on the streets or in alleys.
!lessee river tomorrow after ties.
INAUGURATED AT PARK.
At noon hoar wagons are driven to
Long, dry banks lead down to al George Bitroff, second clerk on the
livery stables, the horses unhitched
Almost
S4
Riot.
falling river at nearly all points now. Stacker Lee, and well known here,
and the wagons left standing in the
Brooklyn, July 9.-Chicago won
211-213 S. Third St.
Paducah, Hy.
The river fell .6 in the last 24 hours was married last week in Memphis.
street. It is a nuisance long comeasily from the Brooklyn team yesterarrived
The
Clyde
last
night
from
making the stage for this date 11.3,
"Other People's Money" Is Bill, plained of. and there being a
day. Ill-feeling on the part of some
law
nearly uniform with the stage on the the Tennessee river with a big trip
Which Large Audience Enjoyagainst' it. the board ordered the law 41111111111111111111111111111111111N1111111111111111111p111111111MIF
of lumber, and will leave Wednesday spectators came near bringing about
same date last year, 7.S.
ed
Last
Night.
rigidly enforced.
a riot during the closing moments of
The St. Bernard Coal company's evening on the return trip.
Police powers were taken from E.
the game.
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are
the
bane
the
of
towboat, Mary N., towed the Bernice
E. Holt, night watchman at the IlliThe
locals
had
two
men
out
in
the
existence
. While trying to unload
to the ways this morning where she
pole Central freight depot. He shot
Opening of the stock company seaone this morning from the Clyde, last half of the ninth inning when
will be pulled out for repairs.
Fred Collins, a plasterer, several
some empty bottles were thrown in son at Wallace Park
loose
the
pig
broke
headand
dived
Casino
last weeks ago, thinking 'Collins was
The Harth is doing the harbor
All Hoe Repairs
the direction of Captain Chance at night in the admirable
gocomedy "Oth- ing
work for the West Kentucky Coal long into the river. Coming up once first base from the
assault
to
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a
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s
and
the
er
People's Money" was greeted with
company in the absence of the Fan- the pig dived again and came up on open stand behind left
Police powers were conferred on
field and first large audience, which testified to
nie Wallace. A tow of heavily load- the other side of a barge, and thence base. Chance was not
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot.........
hurt by any the popularity of that form of amuse- Sap Toner, humane officer
making
shore.
for
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for
the
ed barges will be brought from
missils,
the
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ment
they
Ntere
in
Paducah
being
,
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and
pig
the
were
the satisfactoon hand when
Casey- ville by the Fannie .Wallace in
thrown indiscriminately, he picked up ry character of its presentation.
Some men act as though the record
charge of Captain William Blince. he struck the bank and made him cap- two bottles and returned
Moving
pictures are now free, being ing angel was about as easy to hoodthem in the
tive again.
The Peters Lee will leave Mem- direction from which they had come. shown on the hill, where people may wink as a petit jury.
phis this eveuing for Cincinnati pass- One of them hit a boy on the leg and witness them from the breeze swept
ing here Thursday. It is necessary immediately there was an uproar, fol- lawn. The same bill is repeated toAPPEARING OLD.
night.
The Sanitary Plumber
to engage berths a week ahead on lowed by a fusilade of bottles.
President Ebbets immediately callthese packets now.
Acts as as Bar to Profitable Employboth Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
Captain Bewley brought the John ed upon the police and they qeickly
ment.
So %ery Easy!
325 Kentucky Airenne.
element.
S. Hopkins in on time today from Ev- quelled the disturbing
ansville and that packet left at noon chance was escorted to his dressing
You cannot afford to grow old.
room by detectives. When the offion the return trip.
In these days of strenuous comPOWDERS
The Saltillo will leave St. Louis cers had cleared the field sufficiently
petition it is necessary to maintain,
tomorrow evening for the Terusestre so that the game could be concluded
as long as possible one's youthful apwhotessomo headache river 'passing here Thursday evening. Lewis landed a fly to Hoffman, who
pearance.
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices
and
remedy.
It is impossible to do this without
The Savannah will arrive Wednes- had taken Chance's place at first
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
base.
The
result
the
of
game
follows:
retaining a luxurious growth of
All
day from the Tennessee river on the
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Imuuststs
hair.
RHE
return trip to St. Louis.
INC0111 PO Fl AT ED
0 6 1
The presence of dandruff indicates
Joe Ballard has resigned as pur- Brooklyn
Livery and Boarding Barn.
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
Chicago
the
5
14
For sale rnd guaranteed by
presence
0
ser on the Chattanooga and left yesof a burrowing germ
Batteries-Pastorius, McIntyre, Bit
which lives and thrives on the roots
terday for Louisville, where he will
ter and Bergen; Brown and Kling.
of the hair until it causes total baldengage in business.
11111111w,
nessr
The Dick Fowler had a big wheat
Newbro's Herpicide is the only
YESTERDAY'S SCORES.
trip on board this morning for Cairo,
W. F. Paxton.
known destroyer of this pest, and It
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
and every day from now on until the
President.
The Duckling -Come on. Chicly. is as effective as it is delightful to
National League
Cashier.
close of the wheat season, will handle
Assistent cashier.
Are you afraid you can't swim? Non- use.
hundreds of sacks.
H
Herpicide makes an elegant hair
It has required several days to lift Boston
2 7 0 'tense! Jump rigIS in. It's the easiest
dressing as well as Dandruff cure.
the C. M. Pate on the dry docks on Cincinnati
S.) 4 1 thing in the world_-St. Nicholas.
Accept no substitute- there is
Batteries-- Lindeman and Brown;
avount of the docks being sunk to
none.
the dry seams and allseing the water Coakley and Schiei.
NOTICE.
Isseerporated
Sold by beading druggists. W. B.
to run in about as fast as it oan be
Patrons of the Water Company are McPhersOn,
Special Agent.
:Two
pumped out. The dry seams are clos- Second game.
reminded that their rents expire June sizes, 50e 'and
$1.00. Send 10c in
Capital
w-w•.•...# we• or.,too,.•-•-• •OM
ing and the pumping will he more
II 100,(*
R H
eth, and those desiring to renew stamp for
sample to The Hetpicide
Surplus
Boston
effective now.
..s. •
el.4) 7 4 this quarter should do so before
enr. 50,000
it
•
Is
out,
Mleh.
Stockholders liability ......
Some little inconvenience has re- 'Cincinnati
4 10 r) forgotten. All premises not paid
•
ea. •.. 100,000
for
Batteries - Young and Neerham; on or before the
sulted from Broadway being clotted
loth of July wilt is
at the wharf, but the street is rap- Hitt and McLean. ...
Total security to depoahors
f...
discontinued and the coot of shutting
$250,000
idly nearing completion and the joy
Accounts of inclividsals and firms solicited. We
off and turning on water will be
appreciato
of mudless streets will more than
R H E $1.00.
email as well as large depositor, and accord to all the
same
EVERY QUEEN OF HEARTS
Philadelphia
equal the inconvenience.
For beautifying your yards and
41 8 1
trarteona treatment.
bowls over kings and knaves in the
estimate
s on flower beds we
Pittsburg
3 8 1
Chollie Saphedde-"But last winwill call and see you. Mona
game of Life when her
Batterice Corridon and Jacklitach ter you told me you
Official Forecasts.
loved me quite
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
PERFECT TEETH
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt. hoover and Gibson.
as well as you loved oysters."
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
and most complete stock' of
are displayed in a dazzling smile. Vernon will continue falling during
Miss Pert --"Yes, but oysters eve
flowers and plants in the city.
Good teeth mean also good health. the next 24 to 36 hours. At Paducah
R H
out of season now."-Philadelphia
Free delivery to any
And the law of every state will in- and Cairo will continue falling dur- New York
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8
0 4 1 Record.
()CLOCK.
part of the city.
sist on good molars in the mouth
ing
next
the
Louis
St.
twb
days.
of
2 8 0
every citizen. Our Crown and Bridge
SCH
MAU
S BROS.
The Tennessee from Florence to be
Batteries- Lynch and Bowerman:
-There are clues to a dozen little
Third and Broadway
work is marvelous in results, dupli- low Johnsonville will probably
1344th Phonon 192.
con- Karger and Marshall.
romances in real life in today's eiacate Sets equals Nature's own, Fill- tinue Calling slowly
during the next
sifted MIN.
ing41111111111111M111111
, guaranteed to last for years. 24 to 36 hours, probably
American League
passing be
Finest dentistry in every branch. low two feet at
Florence.
RHE
Pleasing prices.
The Mississippi from below St. Chicago
2 6 0
Louis to above Cairo will rem during Philadelphia
5 13 1
Batteries--Owen, Smith, Sullivan
the next 24 hours.
Wade Brown
Earle Joynes
,The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will re- and McFarland; Bender and Powers.
main about stationary or fall slowly
204; Broadway.
during the next 24 hours.
R H E
Cleveland
4 13 2
New York
6 8 1
sad tam Clotbes.
Batteries -- biebhardt and Clark;
Doyle and Thomas.

S. E. MITCHELL

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

RIVER NEWS
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BIG SUCCESS

GUUnde
Y rtak
NAersNC
E
&
SON
and Embalmers
Garden lose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

A

ED. D. HANNAN

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE

;CURE Th.°'14"a"
Price 100

W. B. MrPHERSON

r

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

4

a.

FLOWERS

The 11111 Dental Co.
Wallace Park

CASINO

Moncrief Stock'
Opens

MONDAY, JULY 8th
In
Repertoire of Popular Dramas.

EVERY NIGHT
Prices 15c and 25c
FREE PICTURE SHOW
Changed Every Night

R H E
St Louis
3 14) 0
Wesh Ington
2 7 4
Batteries - Petty and O'Connor,
Snilth, Graham and Hayden.
R H E
Detroit
4 14 2
Boston
6 13 2
Batteries - Mullin, Stever, Archer
and Schmidt; Tannehill, Pruitt, Winter and Shasta Fourteen innings.
Nursling othera and Malaria.
The Old Sta
rd ()ROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TANK) drives out malaria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children. 60c.
5

"Nenna, I think the clothe, mat be
done uow. They're quite brown."The trouble with the experience
Taller.
ynu get is that yott can never eonvines. !sone son of Ire reality;
When a men thinks another Is of
When a man koalas 4•1101IndltiFNatio acseeint. that other is pi etty oar- tide, It hi a
pretty good el
he wants
'lain to defeat him.
just the opposite.

BROWN & JOYNES COAL CO.
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURG. COAL
Agents for

Nortonville Coal
Lump, per bushel . .
. 13c
Nut, per bushel
. . 12c
•

Pittsburg Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . . 14c

Cord Wood and Kindling
and Htirrision

Old 1-lhone 479

it

./

1
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71:101"1.",r• -15r-•

- THYME.
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go land Preebyterian churete is
in the
''' city visiting the Rev. Joseph Mc411•111111ft
Cluskey, pastor /of the Cumberland
,
Presbyterian church.'
Miss Bess Lou Watts, 1249 Trimble street, has returned home from
Minta, after a pieasant Visit • to MAK AIWA° SAYN Hhil WO171.13
-met annissiwousse
Pretty Party 1u&' Visitors.
HAVE: NG NAV VL BAS1.
frit ads.
Complimentary to the visiting
Mrs, James Magner, 1249 Trimble
girls in the city, Miss Eva Bauer en- street, left today for Cartersville for
tertained at her home, Eighth and a several weeks' visit
Madison streets this morning at
Mrs. Coons end daughters are the Conservative Press Says No Danger
Pt
of Belligerent Act Without
euchre. A clelor scheme of pink, guests ce Mrs.' Oscar: Delis,
1114
Fleet of 30 Vessels.
white and green was prettily cas- Clay street.
tled Out in all the details. After the
Mrs. J. H. Williams and children,
conclusion of the game a tsso-course of St. I./)ais, returnel home Sam:
luncheon was served the guests.
day, Wompanied by Mrs. M. J WilTokio, July 9.-Hochl Shama has
Thome present were: Misses Anna hams.
Broken assortment of sizes with
RheY Cenradde, Margaret Sutton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Horton and Interviewed Admiral Sakamoto, who
Elira Church, Margaret Bacon, of little son, William Cecil, will leave said: “Concerning the dispatching of
quite an attractive assortment
sixteen warships to the Pacific, deEvansville; Mary Clark, of Hopkinsof styles. $1.25 and $1.50
rifle; Brown Moore, of Huntington,
Mr. Julius Newman, of Evansville, cided on by President Roosevelt, it is
difficult to tell whether it is intended
Tenn.; Mary.Gatering, of Hawesville; Is visiting his daughter, Mrs.
values to close out at.
Jake
S1
•
Ruby Thompson, of Indiaeapoliel Friedmau, of North Seventh street. as a threat or as a provocation to
Aimee Drs-fuss, Bernice Miller, Gar- He is fast recovering from an opera- fight. Should America be inimically}
sittradive okaying of dummer Dressing daques
nett Buckner, Irma Yeiser, Ethel tion performed several weeks
ago at disposed, Japan, if necessary, is ready
,kderatelq riced.
Sights, 'Mary Cave, Lucille Well, his home In 'Evansville.
"The
actual
American naval
Rosebud Hobson, Lillie
Mrs. M. G. Starr, 318 Adams strength in the Atlantic at present
Hobson,
Henry Alicott, Eleanor Cabell, Elsie street, left today for Lexington, consists of thirty-six ships of more
Flodge, Elizabeth
than 10,000 tons, of which 28 were
Sebree, Helen where she will visit friends.
Hills, Elizabeth Boswell, Majorie
Mrs. A. Leutenmyer has returned built since 19.00.
Lovipg, Corinne Winsteltd, Kather- from a visit to friends and relatives
- Now America is going to dispatch
FIGHT AT BARBECUE,
ine Donovan, Helen Powell, Nell Hen- in Springfield, Ill. She was accompa- sixteen or twenty out of those to the
drick, Fred Paxton, Florence Loeb, nied home by Miss Frances Leutem Pacific, showing that they are not
John Rickman Cut By Four Men, Lucyette Soule, Neils Hatfield, Lucia myer.
wanting in that direction. But where
,
Who Attacked Hine
Powell, and Elizabeth Kirkland.
Mr. Bell Given left last night for will they rendezvous? They must
The visitors' prize was wen by St. Louis, where he has accepted a seek points at no great distance from
Jealous because Robert Rickman Miss Anna Rhae Conradde, and Miss position' with a large firm,
bases of operation in the Philippines.
was with a certain girl to whom he Lucyette Soule captured the first
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Horton and There is Cavite, where there are an
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
had been paying attention, at a bar- prize
child left today for St. Louis to visitiadsenal and a great coal depot. San-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner. becue at Elva, Marshall county, AlMr. Henry Williams.
tlago has a good harbor, but no dock.
Polite service.
vis Lofton began cursing and abusDance. for Visitor.
Mr. Jesse Loeb returned yesterday
In time of peace, Hong Kong
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
Mies Anita Keller will 'give her from Hot springs, where he has been available for repairs, but in
/
2 ing the Rickmans in general, when
time of
Broadway. Phone 196.
John Rickman, a brother of Robert. dance this evening at the Wallace for his health,
war a basis of operations you'd be
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- and who was standing near, over- park pavilnon in honor of
Mr. Joseph Rotchild left this sadly lacking within a proper distMiss Anne
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
heard Lofton's remarks and prompt- Stripling, of Fort Worth, Tex.,
who morning for West Tennessee on a ance.
-Colored souvenir post-cards of ly knocked Lofton to the ground and is the guest of Mies Majorie
Scott. business trip.
"Should America use Luzon as a
the city. Something entirely new in took a knife from him
: Friends sep- The dance was postponed from last
Miss Brown Moore, of Hunting- base of operations Japan
could use
the line. Just arrived and are now on arated the two and Rickman handed Tuesday evening. It will
be one of ton, Tenn., will return home today, pecadores. It is inadvisable for
tale at R. D. Clements & Co.
the knife to a friend of Lofton. In a the best attended dances
after
visiting
Miss
Irma
Yetser.
of the seaAmerica to employ the sips about
-Frankie Dixon, colored, died few minutes Alvis Lofton and two son.
Mrs, Luther Graham, Miss May Y. Hawaii.
The distance from Yokohama
last night at her home on Kentucky brothers and Noah Goi.e, it is allegPatterson and Miss Ella Patterson
is 3.600 miles. No existing warship
avenue, between Ninth
ed.
jumped
on John Rickman and
and Tenth
will leave tomorrow night for PhilaWedding Announced.
has coaling capacity for that distance,
streets, of a complication after, a sev- before friends could interfere again
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Pace, of Ep- delphia, New York, the Jamestown consequently Japan can not do anyeral weeks illnesa.
cut several slashes across his breast. person, announce
expositio
Washingt
n,
on
and othea thing against Hawaii. Hence
the engagement and
it is
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, The wounds were not deep and approach
ing marriage of their daugh- cities in the east.
unnecessary for the UnIted States to
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new Rickman is rapidly recovering from ter
Mr. Robert E. Lee, of BirmingNettie, and Mr. Clyde Young, of
build works of defense there.
phone 351.
the wounds. The Rickmans are rela- Paducah. The
marriage will take ham, is visiting Mr. James E. Eng"Such being the actual state of afDon't forget the grand W. 0. W. tives of Mr. M. L. Rickman, the grolish.
place Wednesday evening, July 17, at
fairs, should there unfortunately be
ball at Wallace park Thursday night, cer of South Fourth street.
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. M. Clayton and
the country home of Mr. and Mrs.
war the absence of a decisive point
July 11th.
Pace at Epperson, and the Rev. P. daughters, Mary and Alma, of Am- of action would only result in an InWANTED-Celoredboy 14 or 15
Hurt Jumping From a Buggy.
-We give you better carriage and
onville,
Tex.,
are
visiting
Mr.
and
H. Fields, of this city, will officiate.
years
old. Old phone 227.
decisive
warfare.
The
American
navy
In jumping from a baggy to esbetter service for the money than
Miss Pace is a most charming young Mrs. U. S. Walston.
WANTED-Fifteen men to work
can be effective only near the Pacific
Is given by any transfer company in cape a collision with a tree, Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry Hinkle, of
woman, and is well known in this
at saw mill and two cattle drivers,
coast, where there are arsenals and
An-arica. Fine carriages for special Birdie Hawkins, daughter of Mrs.
city, eshere she has often visited. She Jefferson street, have returned from docit
three miles from city. Apply FooksT hse."
Alice
Hawkins, of Clay street, waa
occasions on short notice; also elea
visit
in
Mayfield,
is a pretty brunette and by her charm
Acree Lumber Co., Tenth and MonHash' today publishes an hgant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co bruised, and her dress ruined last
Miss fole Konetzka, of ?Math and
lug mannerstthas endeared herseIrto
roe,
-The Woman's Home Mission so- evening between 9 and 10 o'clock in
Jefferson streets, returned yester- terview with an influential Japanese
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
many friends. sir. Young is one of
•:
ciety of the Trinsble Street Metho- Rowlandtown. She was driving with
day from a month's visit in Glen- naval expert, who
WANTED-For U. S. army: Ablethe most popular young, men in the
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- bodied unmarrie
"It
would
improper
be
infer
Mr.
Skipper
to
a
Farley from the country
dist church will give an ice cream
dale, Ky.
d men between ages
city, coming here two years ago from
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
of 21 and 35; citieens of the United
supper Thursday evening on
Mrs. Grace Story has gone to demonstration in the transfer of the
the after a visit to friends, when a car Birmingham, Ala.
He
is
sterling
a
FOR DRY WOOL, Ole Phone States, of good character and temsuddenly turning the corner frightPine Bluff, Ark., to visit her sister, American fleet to the Pacific. This
Church lawn.
youtig business man and is representmovement is a part of a prearranged 2361.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Mrs. Joseph Story.
-City subscribers to the Daily ened the horse. Miss Hawkins jumpative and salesman for the Paducah
Mr. C. W. Simpson, of Wheatcroft, plan and is a result of the constant
FOR heating and stovewood ring and write English. Men wanted now
Sun who wish the delivery of their ed.
Light and Power company.
and bride, formerly Miss Byrd Da- growth of the American navy and the,437 F. Levin.
for service in Cuba. For information
papeils stopped must notify our colvis, of Johnson City, Ill., passed increasing importance of Pacific inter! FOR EARLY breakfast
lectors or make the requests direct
Humane Officer Busy.
wood old apply to Recruting Officer, New RichInvitations Recalled.
through Paducah to Wheateroft th's ests from the strategical point of view phone 2361.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
to The Sun office. No attention will
Humane Officer Jap Toner this
Invitations of the Sans Souct morning. Mr. Simpson is connected No significance need be pttached un- /
be paid to such orders when given morning order a horse belonging to
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
BEST 16 cent meals in City at
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
the city out of harness. The animal which Miss Canine Sowell was to with the West Kentucky Coal corn- til at least thirts rhiat have trans- i
be so easy to get next year. We can
Whitehead
's.
red to the Pacific."
-For the beat and cheapest livery was being worked to the chain gang have entertained this afternoon at t pany,
use 500 machinists. Highest wages,
CLEANING and pressing neatly
Mr. W. T. Miller went up Tenties
rigs. ring 100. either phone. Cope- wagon, and was suffering from a bad her home, 1325 Broadway, have
The Asahi also published an edisteady employment guaranteed. Trans
done.
been
James
Duffy.
recalled
owing
Phone
462-a.
to
the
'see
river
illness
this
shoulder.
morning on a hunting tortel article setting forth the same
of,
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
portation advanced
to
machinists
WANTED- Experienced girl for Caving
and fishing expedition.
Tuner also ordered George Brown, Miss Sowell's mother.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
views. It regrets the American fleet
first-class references.
We
restaurant, 217 Kentucky avenue.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby cannot visit Japan in order
any of your friends going away for a Blandville road hog raiser, not to
positively make no charge in any way,
to enable
Station this morning.
Meets Wednesday.
the summer. The address will be send a white horse to town again
FOR SALE-Household furniture, manner, shape or form for securJapan to reassert her sincerity and
The C. W. B. M. society of the
Mr. William Smalley, of the 1111- reeiprocate the naval
changed as often as desired, and the tinder penalty of confiscation. Tho
hospitality ex- 421 North Seventh. Old phone 1081. ing jobs for machinists. Address
First
Christian
nois
Central planing mill, has re- tended t,o the visiting,
(hutch
will meet
horse is poor, and blind.
rate Is only 25c a mouth.
Japanese warFOR RENT -Two office rooms, with references. The National Metal
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock in- turned from Arkausas'after a week's
-Place your orders ror
ships at Jamestown.
1143e South Fifth, upstairs.
Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio.
stead
Thursday
of
vacation,
morning
as
previInvitations at home. The Set) Is
Dr. Young Watches Trap.
The paper also urges the abrogaouslyt
announce
ANth.1)d,
with
Mr.
James
-A
Mrs.
swan
A
good
has
Charles
cook,
408,
returned
Showing as great an assortment as
Dr. L. E. Young, county physician, B. Jennings.
tion of arti2les2 of the existing cum- Washington, old phone
HITCH IN HARGIS CASE
from Arkansas.
25-fi0.
you w.11 find anywhere, at prices is watching
treaty
mercial
in
TNESSES myr PRINENT.
Clements Trap, colored,
order
to
put
an
end
,Miss Leila Rider, of Memphis, le
FOR. litIINT-Fous-room flat, 1440
much lower than you will have to a prisoner
in the city jail who became
Mrs. H. H. Duley will leave tomor- visiting Miss Rosa Lou G•esses, Of Ito the anti-Japanese feeling at San Broadway. Lillard D. Sanders,
pay elsewhere.
318
crazy yesterday, to see whether Trap row on the steamer Chattanooga
Francisco.
• Sandy Hook, Ky., July 9.-Judge
for 103.2 Monroe street.
South Sixth. Phone 765.
-City Clerk Henry Batley has all Is
shaming. Trap was one of the col- the round trip in the Tennessee 4iver
Moody convened court today and
The
Ashi
is
independ
an
ent newsMrs. Laura Keith and daughter,•
bonds for saloon keepers filled out ored
FOR
RENT- Third
floor over called the case of Judge Jame*
persons who "shot up" the west to Chattanooga.
HarMiss Gertrude, of Sikeston, Mo., are paper, representing all classes, and Frank Just's barber shop,
ready for signihg, and desires an sue117 N. 4th gis, of Breathitt county, charged
end of the city several weeks ago. Dr.
has
Grassham
the
C.
widest
circulatio
C.
will
n
leave
in
Japan.
for
Dovvisiting
Mrs.
Keith's
aessful applicants to appear at once
brother, Mr.,
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Young thinks that Trap may be 'pots- er, Tenn., tonight on business.
with complicity in the assassination
It is not considered, however, to carry
Alex Venters, 606 Ohio street.
to make bond.
" I
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile of Dr. Cox. When witnesses for the
smiting and will wait a day or so beMr. Jasper Clayton and family, of
Miss Jettle parer. 921 South great weight editorially.
and hot tamales, call at 1111
fore ordering a trial on lunacy. ,
/
2 prosecution were called they did not
Amarillo, Tex., are visiting•Attorney Eleventh street, is improving
from
Accused Pastor Quits Post.
South Third street.
respond. Attorney Waugh for the
M. E. Gilbert.
stomach
trouble.
Howard
Gould Wins Point.
Altoona, Pa., July 9.-a- Exposure
Senteneed To Death,
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also prosecution asked for a continuance
Mr. and airs. L. 0. Sweatman, of
Mrs. A, B. Sowell, la 111 again at
New York, July 9.- Mrs. Howard
of alleged improprieties has made
Moscow, July 9.-- Madame Fron- Jackson, Tenn., arrived in the
city her home, 1325 Broadway. ahe was Gould failed ki her efforts to get box stalls for rt,nt. Bunk Etter, 215 until next term of court. This was
vacant the pulpit of the Second ki was
sentenced to death today for today to visit relatives and friends.
street.
opposed by Attorney Young for Harresting comfortably today.
the supreme court today to allow her,South Third
_
United Brethren ohurch here.
having attempted to assassinate GenBaskette,
L.
R.
FOR
RENTMrs.
of
Front ground floor gis, who demanded an immediate
Maggie
bring
Nashville
the
names
to
Roark
,
secof
has
returned
Howard!
Dr. William N. Helier, who was eral Itheinbol
May 13.
retary of the beard of the Cumber- home after a visit to her father, 3.1 Gould's women friends into her sell- office with use of reception room. Dr. trial. Judge Moody sadjourned court
the pastor until Friday, wrote his
to give opposing attorneys an opporJ. Legate at Farmington.
aration action. Through a curious er- M. Steinfeld, 609 Broadway.
resignation and left the city.
tunity to confer.
Dr. 0. R. Kidd has gone to Dixon, ror It was believed Justice McCall
Last Thursday night the preacher
FOR RENT--bleve room cottages
Springs on professional business.
had decided against Gould, but thlw with all convenien
BREAKING IT GENTLY.
and Miss Margaret Builliford weret
ces. Apply to Mrs.I
Marshal
MoCullous
evening
careful
a
. of Kuttawa, is
examination of J. tM. Buckner, Eighth and
Incendiaries Busy.
ordered out of the Hotel Hagey at
Jefferson,i
In the city today.
the decision showed this was not so.
Columbia, S. C., Juis 9.- ?ire, beMartinsburg, Pa.
FOR
RENT-One store room, 102 lieved to have been of incendiar
Mr„ Frank Petter, 1921 Broad It Is practically certain that
Mrs.
The young woman In the case aty orBroadway. Possession after July 6 :igin, wiped out the
street, went to Dawson Springs today. Gould will appeal.
business, portiou
tended the .aunclay school' services
Apply to George Langstaff, Phones of Holly Hill, Berkley
Kra A. B. Munser, of Dawson
county, about
this afternoon. The trustees request26.
The Evening Sun-10e. a week.
Springs, returned home today after
1 o'clock this morning, causing a
ed her to leave, which she did withFOR SALE--A very desirable resi- loss of about $40,400; insurance
visiting Mrs. F. E. Cartright, 1722
out protest.
dence, •113/ Trimble street. Reason about $15,000. Among the losers
Monroe street,
for sale owner going to leave town. were the B. F. Ayers Hetet, teleMiss Ruth Trent returned to her
Phone 60,5.
phone exchange, Bank of Holly Hill
home in Louisville today, after visit1HAMMOCKS
!lug Miss Inez Trent, 306 Harahan
WANTED-50 men and. 10 teams, and the county dispensary.
01);‘
3uv.1.31::
Bloodhounds have been sent
7E3, Ana
'boulevard.
Seventeenth and Broadway, In the
to
morning. Apply Ptuducah Paving the scene with the hope of capturing
1,5
'Mr*. J. E. Lucas arrived today
90c to $4.25 at
M
the
guilty party.
Co., Geo. A. Gardner.
from Mayfield to visit her son, Frank
61.1"f"
A. Lucas, 1512 North Fifth street. ToFOR RENT-- Four rooms, all
Road Committee at Work.
morrow Mrs. J
Lucas, Mr. and
(onveniences, over my store. SoloThe road committee appointed by
Kr. Frank A. Lucas, Dr. and Mrs. E.
mon, The Tailor, 113 South Third.
In barnmoks we have a line of
fiscal court to inspect county roads,
Phone 1016-a.
0. Stamper and Miss Edna Waeeton
which any dealer might be proud.
went out this morning on the fist
will leave On the steamer ChattanooCLOTHES cleaned and pressed. trip. They
Though our hammocks cost lees
will make thrse trips a
ga for Chattanooga and Lookout
All work guaranteed,. Solomon, The week
until the work is finished.
than you are usually Salted to pay,
Mountain.
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
Three dollars a da-y is allowed easel
you will find no better qualities
Mies Edmonia Bennett, of 3d4 liar
1016-a.
member. The committee'S Is composed
anywhere than at Noah's Ark
floors street, returned today from
FOR SALE-8'.1 feet of round top of Magistrates Broadfoot,
Rawlinson
Mayfield. after visiting her cousin,
For $3 we have a variety of hand=
picket fence, in good condition. Call and Bleich.
Mrs. J. T. Emerson.
some patterns and substantial
at 1102 South Fourth street, or teleMrs. Louie Coffer and Mrs. J. D.
weaves, full size- values which can
phone 964.
Church a Respite from Jail.
Pettingill
, of Louisville. returned
not be equalled any place in the
Carrie, Ills July 9.---Tiring of
FOR SALE-Patent for the imhome
after
visiting
Mrs.
George
Tagg
city for the money.
provement of brake-shoes for loco-'confinement in the city calaboose,
/ 1027 Jefferson street.
If you want a little better one,
motives. Model at No. 2/0 North Charlet, Carroll, a vagrant, today reCarlton anti two chil
Mrs.
C.
I
0.
we have a beauty for f3.25. And
quested permission to go to church.
Seventh street. Eimer Lee.
dren arivod today to visit Mrs.
'
'The
for $4.25 we have a hammock which
unique request was granted and
FOR SALE or trade-New show
! Donnigan, 517 North Eighth street.
is the equal of any $8 hammock in
boat. Towboat complete, lying now , the man worshiped at a Methodist
9
Mine -Mary Bondurant, 5,01 North
church. After serve•ee he returned
Paducah. It's large and roomy,
at altschanicsburg
landing. Will
Sixth street, and Miss Mary B. Jenn
Witt) a comfortable pillow. The
trade
for
town
property. F, Gent unattended to his cell.
trigs returned today from Mayfield,
fabric is heavy and closely woven
where they have been visiting.
"May we have the pleasure of your
and the colors are as near weather
---fitAT umbrella you picked up
agent
Mr. John C. Tales, claim
company this evening, Colonel?" see
last
proof an it 18 possible to make them.
forth. Louisville division of the 1111week on market with the owner's
asked.
name In the identifier does not benote Central, Is In the city today on
Other goOd ones for 90c, $1 25, $2.2.5
The Colonel drew himself ud
long to you. Leave same at Sun ofbusiness.
and $2 50.
haughtily and replied, with every evflee
and
save
Knisley,
Philadeltrouble.
Miss
Valeria
of
A lemma is now the most nomidence of offended dignity: "Madam,
phia, the new superintendent of
--THE PARTY, who found purse I command
tenable place abOut the NAM BY
a regiment."-Kannas
arrive
hospital,
men
this
Riverside
containin
g
146
a)
psk
t,‘
in
hills, Is known. City Independent.
ootee to 'Noah's Ark be-.
all
afternoon t6 take charge.
S
s
aitec
avetroub
le by leaving at this offorttroU buy, for If you don't we
Mts. Upinore (making a call) - Mr. Will Roork, of Cairo, will arfice. Liberal reward and no questions
"Why, this is your latest photograph,
both lose money.
T rite.totnorrow_to visit Mr. Tom Co_
Inset T 14's an esM likewise of
burn, 1440 Broadway.
73/A1
IsTrirD- A position. An oppor you, but Is Isn't on good of
the baby.
Mr. James D. Smith, of flan*, ind.,
Mr. Jiggles: "How'd you like me for your second. Mrs.
tunny where Intelligence and com- Wasn't he -Migginsr
N. goods charged a
passed through the city from
Mrs. Migging: "Oo along with you! You might wait till
mon
honesty
will
count
for
someMrs. elighmne -"The idea! Dia
I'm * widder."
!field to Benton today. lie is a come
3'Si BROADWAY
sale prices.
thing. Have been teaching county ,-on think
Mr. Jigging' "Well, so you are. Your Bill's just been run
the little darling in
over."
my
In of Janie* P. Smith. Republican!
scho071. Know the city. Address, W. lap was baby?
That's Ftdo!"---Chi a- nominee for Mayor,
.1. R., tare Sun.
go Tribune.

[unction

.9killips do.

JAPAN READY

PEOPLE
AND
SOCIAL
EVENTS
4
Ai-evar-r
•rdrat

I

39c

dime 1 Sisplaq of

Gets a nice full size

eJuininerWaisis

LAP BOARD
On Thursday, 11th.

The other fellow's price is
60 cents.

It is just what you need and can be
used for many purposes as well as
sewing. No phone orders taken.

6E0. 0. HART e& SONS CO.

I WANT
„ ADS.

I

NOAH'S ARK

Semi-Annual
CLEARANCE SALE
Now On.

I

I

i

Noah's Ark Variety Store

I

20 Per Cent
Discount

On all men's and
youths' three - piece
su;ts, boys' and chilclren's clothing, including blues and
blacks.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUt

,

lee, aud we promise, If given power,
SHORT TALKS BY
to repeal all such Wire and reduce
the taxba to the lowest possible rate
L. T. COOPER
consistent with an efficieut adtutubsSLEEPLESSNKSS.
tration,of the state government
Conclusion.
Do you know what makes people
For years past the legislation enlay awake and toss and roll about
acted by the Democratic party and
at night? Docdictated by certain of its leaders has
tors
tell
you
Dramatic
at
Scene When Prisonnot been for the benefit of the citithere are various
zen, but for the officeholder. The
er is Sentenced
causes. I tell you
chief aim of such legislation has been
it's
atomic
the continued holding of office and
trosibie. I know
tne creation of new offices to be tradit because
ed in as rewards for party service.
Scathing Arraignment of San Franbeen
thousands
The citizen is at last realizing, as
chicces Chief Executhe By
of
cases
and
never before, that the administration
Judge Dunne. •
watched them.
of public affairs is a business that
A stomach that
oomes close home to him; that such
is over-crowded
business must be honestly and effiwith undigested
ciently conducted: and tbat hip bal- RESENTS WORDS OF THE COURT Mrs. Geo. Weisel. decaying food
matter effects every organ of the hulot should not be cast as a matter of
man body. It causes .nervousness,
sentiment, but for that candidate or
headaches,
coestipation,
impure
plilfrty which allows the highest capacblood, poor circulation and dulls the
ity for properly conducting the af- . San Francisco, Cal., July 9.—The
m
mind, It makes one restless and unC. with
fairs of the state on strict business sentencing of Mayor Schmitz to five easy. When
which engine you need, if you compare the L R
your stomach is workyears in the San Quentin prison for
principles.
apparent that
extortion was one of the most dra- lag right you feel right. You sleep
others. 'Ile merits of L H. C. engines are so
We ask the support of all patriotic
well and you eat well.
tnatic scenes ever
need this engine.
witnessed in a
an examination will convince you that you
citizens, regardless of their party
People come to me day after daY
court.
After
some
preliminarie
s
the
which
and tell me they can't rest after eataffiliations, for the state ticket seA test will remove any doubt in your mind as to
court called upcn Schmitz to stand lee.
They have a dull headache. At
lected by this convention, and for
simple, reliable,
up. When the mayor arose his face night they go to bed simply
engine is the best. It is the I. H. C. Safe,
because
the policies and principles above
will,be
glad
to
was the color of ivory, his lips press- they are exhausted. They catch
economical. Wt. handle this engine and
a few
stated, believing that it will insure
ed tightly together, and he bent his cat naps and 'get up in the morning
demonstrate it to you.
better days for Kentucky.
eyes in a piercing glance on the'feeling as worn, out as they did bejud
,fore.
and ge,
never once ihe
during
I have recommended Cooper's New
dramatic momenta that followed did
he drop them, his shoulders were Discovery, a regular diet, regular
tit:own wall back and lie held his habits and invariably these same peoINC31*..PORATE.D
pie come to nig afterwards and tell
head high. The judge asked the Usme they feel much better because
Paduca
Ky
h,
question
ual
Schm:tz
if
had any cause they eat well and
129 North 3rd. St.
sleep well.
SAVES WOMAN PROM DROWNING to show why judgment should not be
Herewith is a sample:
passed, and was answered by a moIN YELLOWSTONE.
A letter I received from Mrs. Geo.
t:on for a new trial which was de- Weisel, 1121 'Providence ,Road, Serail
nied.
ton, Pa., says:
Ol suffered for three years from
The court proceeded to pass sentVice President to Rescue Without ence but before doing so delivered a stomach trouble, inactive liver and
"9111111111.111111111112M11111101111i
r eumatism. Everything I ate disWaiting for Assistance—Runs
scathing arraignment of Sshtnitz.h
Front Hotel to Lake.
The judge said the verdict was a agreed with me and I lay awake night
message to all people in San Francis- after night. I had no pleasure in
life and could scarcely do my work
co that the law and ordsr are sio
about the house. I heard from a
preme, that no man, however exalt- neighbor of
Cooper's New Discovery
Chicago, July 9.—A special to the ed his station or how
General Supplies and Repairs
strong and and I bought two bottles of it. It
Record-Herald, from Yellowstone Na- powerful are the political, social or helped me
right away. Now I have
tional park, says:
financial influences which surround a good appetite and never suffer from
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for exenrsion parties,
"Vice President Fairbanks, yester- him is above law. 'Eugene Schmitz,"i indigestion. I sleep well and awake
hunting trips, etc. thensed operator.
day risked his life to save Miss Lena said Judge Dunne, "you have hereto- refreshed. I want to thank you from
Waters, a waitress at the Park Hotel. fore occdpied - the highest office'the bottom of nif heart for what this
Paducah, Ky., Back of RIglefiberger's Mill.
medicine has done for m .
While sitting on the hotel veranda he which the city of San Francisco can iThec
ooper medicines have - a
Old Phone 1113
heard screams from the lake. See confer on one of its citizens. YOU
larger sale than any medicine on the
Mg the young woman struggling in were elevated to that position
be- market. Our customers
speak highly
the water, Fairbanks ran towards the cause of the confidence and trust re-.of them. W.
B. McPherson, Druglake, throwing off his coat as he ran posed in you by the mass of the Peo-'gist.
towards the shore.
"I am here", interrupted Schmitz,I stinging reply,
When die vice president leaped in"for courts to
be
to the water and made for the girl "to receive sentence at your hands, brought into contact with such
branot
and
humiliated
to
be
by
followed.
another man
a lee- zen acts.of effrontery as
The; two
yours its
dragged the unconscious girl to the tore which newspapers can repeat inithe present instance. 1 is the
duty
print."
shore after a hard struggle.
,of the court in such cases to view
Beyong pausing Judge Dunne paid the conduct of
Fairbanks at once began to resusia convicted felon with
no attention to the interruption.
tate and was successful.
patience add toleration, not to say
The platform of the Ft:publican , prov:ding for an accounting
"You
were
elevated
to that Posilpity. By your con v iction you
by canMany persons, during the day conwill lose
party, adopted In convention at Lou-,didates and camptign
managers of gratulated the vice president on his tion, I say, because of the confidence' the respect and esteem
of all good
isvIlle, is as follows
all sums pt money collected for polit- courage. Later Fairbanks
and
trust
imposed
Am."
in
for
left
citizens. You will suffer the hum111We approve the pnicies and cont.- ical purposes.
Attorney Metson interposed:
Seattle, where he will address the
tion ,of knowing, I say, that your
mend the ability. Integrity and courFifth—We demand the redistrict"We
sentence,
here
are
take
to
not career of hypocrisy, duplicity
Young People's Society of the Chrisand
age of President Rosevelt and hie ing of Kentucky In legislative, senadishonor has been exposed, and that
tian Endeavor convention on July 12. to be lectured. We—"
administration, and without express- terial, congressional and judicial dis"Mr. Metaon," said Dunne warm- you stand before
those who believed
lag a preference for any candidate, tr:cts, whIch ha:1 give equal reprely, "if you interrupt these proceed- in and honored you;
morally naked,
Distinction Without n Difference.
favor the selection by the next na- sentation and equal voting power to
ings again I will send you to jail. shamed and disgraced."
tional convention for president of every,eitizen of every disttist, in conYou would be in a far better busi"I deny that," cried Schmitz, "the
one in full accord with those policies, formity with the plain requirements
ness If you were here begging for a
people of San Francisco know I am
and who will energetically carry them.at the constitution, and not as at
day in court to anewer the charge
now raitroaded through."
put in the interests of all the people.. present, in flagrant violation thereof.
that you wilfully and improperly atDunne resumed: "Morally naked,
Sixth—Ther
e
should
tempted
to
tamper
be
with the jury
prompt
Second—We demand that all elecin shamed and disgraced. It is in the
this case."
tions shall be honestly eonducted, and effElent enforcement of the
knowledge of those things rather
"I am reedy", responded.
and declare that the canse of good criminal laws of every kind, and at
Met."
' than
t
in any mere term of imprisonanswer,
"to
now
any
or
other
time,
government and the future happiness all times, but especially at this time
-411k"
any charge That May be lodged ment in the state penitentiary, that
and weifare of the pl.op!e of Ken- do we call for the rigid enforcement
against me. I take exception to the the full measure of your punishment
tucky are inseparably bound up In of the law against those forms of
remarks of the court addressed to is to be found.
the suppresikon of all abuses and crimes, which, under the recent ad"It is the judgment of this court
the defendant and to the improper
crimes against an honest ballot, that ministration of justice, in many comthe state
and uncalled, for insinuation of the that you be confined in
have so unfortunately disgraced oar munities, have gone practically unprison at San Quelitin for a term of
court against myself."
etate'under 'Democratic rule, depriv- punished. Election thieves, gamblers.
To this Dunne made no reply, but five years."
ing the people of their rightful herit- pool room operators and others, to
Then as if in direct and contempturning to Mayor Schmitz, resumed:
age—representative government.
commit crimes in the interest of
"You were elected to the position tuous reply to the prisoner's denial
The law for registration certifi- those controlling the local adminisbecause of the confidence and great of a moment before, the crowd turncates, imposed on the state by the tration of some of our cities and
loose its wfeelings andin adcrh
trust reposed in you by a mass of the
Democratic party for immoral pur- counties, should he punished, and the
oewenredth
thaet
rattled the
people, By your wilful criminal act, ed
poses, whereby votes In Kentucky juries should be so selected a
sto
•
of
your
fi,now
citizens has sharp !livings of the
so a jury
have become negotiable instruments, Prevent the tiiP•king of juries for
bailiff for or•,r;
the
declared, broken that confidence and der,
passing by delivery, ought to be re- purpose of securing verdicts in
acpealed.
Sensitive Golfer (who has footledi— betrayed that trust."
cOrdance with the wishes of those in
Immediately after passing the genSchmitz again "protested against tence Attorney Fairal}
Third--The judiciary of the state whose hands the selection of the Did you laugh at me, boy'?
asked
that
Caddie—No, sir; I wis laughin' at the lecture but Dunne took no no- Schmitz be admitted to
in both the circuit and appellate juries is placed, or under whose conbail pending
anither
tics.
man.
an appeal. This application will be
courts, should be chosen en non- trol and direction they are selected.
Sensitive Golfer—And what's funny
"Therefore," he continued, "it may heard tomorrow. Bills of exception.;
partisan grounds, and the contineSeventh—We demand that the
be said the penalty- which the law were flied and Judge Dunne granted
ance In office of faithful jud:cial pub- books, vouchers and accotints of all about him?
lic 'ter ants 'should be determined by municipalities, all public, °Risers and —Caddie-17e plays gowf Hutu' like permits in this case is Insufficient to a certificate of probable cause, enyou, eir.--Punelt.
meet the demands of justice. It may abling Schmitz to carry to the disno ot yr qualifications than flfbcss. public institutions supported by
the
Fourth--There should be com- state, counties Or cities, and
be suggested, however, that by your trict court of appeals his motion for
of all WOMAN MAILS A AT IN
conviction you will lose the respect a new trial.
plete publicity coneernIng the ex- corporations in which a city
or state
THE STREET LiTrrEit BOX. and esteem of all good citizens and
peniiture of money for political cam- owns the majority interest, either di- ,
men, that %nu will suffer the humiliPl'en.. and a law should be paws! rectly or through subordinate
A Pastier.
corNew York, July 9.—A tall woman ation of knowing that your career of
porations.•trustees or commissioners,
shall be open to inspection and in- sauntered up to the ibig package mail hypocrisy, duplicity and dishonor--"
"I stand here as an American citivestigation by any citizen, and shall box at Forty-second street and Sixth
be regularly audited apd the results avenue and pushed somethingthrough zen to defend ray rights," interposed
published by an indkliendent ac- the (meting. It fell to the bottom, Schmitz. "I am not asking any leniency at the hands of this court. I
countant, who shall not be eligible and the woman scurried away.
In a few minutes the cabbies on am prepared to receive the sentence.
to re-examine such books, vouchers
I ask that your honor do your duty
or accounts twice in succession.
the corner began to hear loud wails
pronounce it imtnediately and
and
Eighth—We demand a reform in from the box.
that I be not subjected to the humilThe
cries
finally
became
the
so
loud
management of our public eleeThe following reduced rates
iation and the degrading remarks
tnosynary and penal institutions, to that the cabbies called Policeman which the papers are copying and
are announced:
Hare.
the end that they shall be operated by
will print. I say if, your toinor has
Louisville,
Ky., Round
One of the few things a policeman any self-respect
bipartisan
boards, upon
you
will
proceed
proper
trip $2.50.
Special train
business principles, and their inmates can't do is to open a mail box. en he with the sentence."
leavAto Paducah 4:30 p.
telephoned
to Station H, on Madison
treated humanely.
"It is not usual," was Dunne's
Saturday. July 20; returning
Ninth—We favor the enactment avenue, and told them a baby or
leaves Louisville 4 p. in., Monand enforcement of a uniform local something that could male equally as
day, July 22. Tickets good onoption
law, with the county as the much noise had taken possession of
ly on special trains in both
the big box on his beat, and he
governing
unit.
directions. No extuneion will
eouldint make an arrest Intll some
Tetith --We demand that the public
be granted; no baggage will
one opened it.
schools of the state shall be taken
be checked.
William L. Quinlan. a Clerk, was
and kept entirely opt of polities, and
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
sent with a key and opened the box.
"Mother wants twopenn'orth of wlint
that the interests And welfare of the
Cure For
$2. Speelal train leaves PaOut jumped a ',API excited Maltese
yer men.; in the bottle cos she ain't
ducah 9:25 a. tn.. Sunday.
children shall have first consideration
cat,
blinked and winked in the
welI."— Tatler.
In all public school matters.
July
14;' returniug leaves
electric light, and then began rubbing
Nashville, 8 p. in., Monthly.
We call for better schools and against the
policeman's leg.
Proving Character.
July 15. No extension will be
school houses, for longer school
A laborer was charged with a potty
granted ,
- no baggage will be
terms in the country, and better pay
—A Photographer's Trick=
offense.
on special trains going and
For sweaty feet and
for the teachers, and the elections for
"Have yott any one In eourt who
returning.
A certain photographer never says
school truatees be had on different
abnormal
perspirewill vouch for your good character?'
to a lady erstomer, "Now. look Messdays
from
other
elections.
Jamestown, Va. — Expositi n on any part of
queried the judge.
ant, madam, ft' you
please."
Hs
Eleventh—We favor amendment.
tion, April 19th to November
"Yee, sir there le the chief conknows a formula infinitely better
body: Ybis
the
to
state
laws
permitting and en- than that.
•
stable yonder," Wan the reply. The
30th-15 days; $23.75. l'oaeh
not
deremedy
is
couraging Joint nominations of the
excursions on special dab*
chief constable was amazed.
In the most net tire] manner In the
saint'candidate by the different par- world
signed for a tempos,00 every Tuesday; limit
"Why, yer honor. I .don't even
he remarks, "Is is unnecessary
ties
know the man," protested he.
rary relief, but is
to ask madam to look pleasant; she
10 days.
Twelfth —We condemn the law, could
"Now, sir," broke in the accurer,
not look otherwise."
absolutely guaranFor information, apply to
passed for Immoral ',Mitten) purposes
have lived In the borough for
"I
Then
click
goes
the
camera,
and
City Ticket Office, Filth and
creating the racing commission in
teed to effect an abnearly twenty years, and if the chief
the result is never In dbubt.—Phila
Broadway or Union Depot
Kentucky, and demand its repeal
solute cure.
constable, doesn't know me yet, isn't
dolphla Jnquirer,
J. T. DON0VAN,
Thirteenth—We condemn the •enthat a character for you?"—TR-Bits
Agt•City Ticket ('ffiee aciment by the Democratic party of it makes littie differenee whether
Ittege number of obnoxious tax you
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want to he known
Some women can never be made
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Paducah people demand the est and we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNESFETTLEPIIONE CO.
American-German National Bank
Capital ..... .•• Ibtet ft •• ••
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability
Total
Total resources

........

4

• ••

2=0,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00
C•• ,$560,000.0()

•••

$0145,4153.=
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A,.
Hauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co..
Wholesale Drags; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Vo.; Boas
Supplies; C. P. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Mascot. Burnett, Sept. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presideet.
ED. L. AyKINS, Cashier,

Intl

CITY TRANSFER CO
at
Cilauber's Stable.
Now located

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPtIONF 499

Foreman Bros..Novelty Co.
ELE1,CTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
132.424
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Phonies 7117

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN--TEN CENTS A WEEK
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These are all
Hot days
We sing in praise
Of the gas range
Neat and cool.
No Worry, no care,
Just burn hot air
'Tis the cleanest
and coolest of fuel.
•

Excessive Perspiration

McPHERSION'S

•

k
The Paducah Light
and Power Company
Incorporated

'
F-

PADFCATT EVE

the "common batto) switabboard,
now in use In all large citlee and being adapted to smaller exchanges, In
which the operator's signal is given
b,y a tiny incandescent electric lamp.
ilhe one place le the telephone sysItem where a bell never rings is now
were it not allied with the inventive
...the central office.
genius that devised the means of
Some of the early switchboards ,
lesion of joining into one any two of the tny-I were big frames set along the sidel
History of Detelopment,
dads of copper threads by
which
of the operating room, the outlet,paratus our voices are carried far and near.
Systems aud Modern
does being made 1)5; boys who ran
First Connection.
from one point to 'another as the
er and
Which Makes World So
The earliest attempt at inter-concalls came in. Others were like etSocial nection on the general plan of the gated tables, the switch-sockets beilitates Business an
exchange as we understand it today
ing set into the fiat top and the
was made in Boston in May, 1877.
Life,
There was then operating in this cite' cords for connecting them being susa company which provided electrical pended from the ceiling. Apparatus
of this stet was clumsy and slow to
burglar alarm service. It had a ceuTHEY ARE OVER ITEM ;ral station where the alarm signals operate, besides being limited in the
BOW
;number of lines it could provide for.
were located, connected
by
wires
It was abandoned is the United
with the premises of it various subStates a quarter of a century ago,
scribers, who were chiefie bankers
but it Is a curious commentary on
Boston, July 9.—Next to lite an- and merchants. Arrangements were
Orahain made for the use of theta lines and Ithe lack of progressiveness in some
niversary of keitander
Bell's invention of thb telephone in- the central station as ea' experimen- directional of Our tnatts-4Atlantic cousins that it Is still in use in some of
strument, no industrial birthday is tal telephone exchange. Telephones
more interesting— and none, pet- were attached to live of the circuits the government operated exchanges
of Europe.
haps, is more Important—Ilea are —three In banks, one In the office of
In the last few years there have
the birthdaee of the first telephone a firm of bankers, and one in the
line and the fist switchboard, whi, b office of the manufacturer of the in- been devised "automatic" telephone
systems in which the subscriber does
the work of making connections between his lines and the lines of other subscribers, instead of that work
being done by an operator In the
central office.
of Apparatus.
The census report says: "The total value of telephonic apparatus
manufactured, as reported in the
census of 1905, had a value of $15,863,698, as compared with $10,512,412 for the census of 1900. These
figures do not reveal all the facts, for
during the period covered no greater
activity was shown in any department of electrical application than in
telephony.
"The vslue returned for the 4,283 central switchboards was $5,154,447, to which should be added
the 3,917 prieate exchange boards
of a value of $564,795, making a total of $5,749,242. To this should be
added a large proportion of the value
of $2,071,895 reported for telephonic parts and supplies. The subscribTHE OLD WAY.
er's apparatus used In connection
.sommissr
together about now. Thirty years struments—and repeatedly the wires with these exchange boards and
ago in April a single wire
was were so connected in the alarm com- smaller equipments was reported as
strung from the factory in Boston to pany's headquartere What couverea- having a value of $8,003,735, of
Somerville, two or three miles out lions were carried on between the which $6,483k418 was represented by
complete sets of transmitters and rein the suburbs. This was the first several subscribers,
The crude apparatus used far Ceivers." And this if Just the appatelephone tine ever eonserucied--the
primal ancestor of the seven and a I making these connections
could ratus and equipment for central ofhalf million miles of wire which now hardly be called a switchboard, flees Mad subscribers' stations, takconnect more thee three million thcugh it served, In its small way, ing no account of the expenditures
"stations". At the beginning of the'the' same purposes as does the larg- upon the outside lines, overhead, unsummer of 1877
soon after the asari .Modern exchange. But it contain- derground, and submarine.
erection of the first telephone lint,
the germ of a great idea, It startseveral wires radiating from a com- led experimentation as the result of
Ant
ilensure.
mon centre were for the first time which there was put into operation
Inter-connected
by means of a'the following January a real tele-

Junction I The Talk Line;
Growth of The Telephone

tr

JULY OSMAN E
No previous season has warranted such a radic5 uly sale. The
acknowledged backward season has made it n ssary for us to generally
clear our
stock of goods that might, under usual circum ces, been sold
regularly'.
.•
Odds lots, broken lines and discontinued pattO must go. .•

Lawn and Porch

Tabores

Can be beautified very cheap right
now, and will add much to your We have some t S in this
comfort these hot days and nights, line, either in oa h9garly
for 1.45
..erattLee

tS
We
ow in large vane 00 will
one massive in appe asilY con.
Are very staple, and we
erted into a full size be On entire
have just received
line extra cheap.,
very large import ipBuy
ment. Can p ase you
It will
NOW
in most a
price and
Pay
Pay You
patter
LATER

Mattings

THE NEW WY.
crude device which, through evolution, has become the huge, intricate,
highly perfected switchboard of today.
Next to the telephone itself the
switchboard is the most marvelous
and most necessary feature of the
communicating system. The work of
Via line builders has been the most
spectacuair, no doubt, but it would,
after all, have counted for but little

A long step in the
right direction if you
bring your feet here.for
summer comfort.
50 pairs of tan oxfords, all sizes, will be
reduced as follows:
$5 00 values for $3.50.
$3.50 values for $2.50.
Our ties are all _marked
down because we're
tied up with a big stock.
5)

s.\\
401)- CA BROWNY

phone central office, Down,in Bridgeport, Conn., there was a private teleChappeigh--I have just bought a epirgraph syreem, private telegraphy being a sort of social fad at that time; ited horse and I'm going for a lone
and among the enthasiassts connected ride tomorrow.
Miss Guyer—How nice. I shall mute
with it was Thomas B. Doolittle, already the inventor of many ingenious and see you off.—Cincinnati Euquirer.
devices, and soon to be the producer
cf Many more. Mr. Doolittle attached
Bids For Coal.
the telephone instrument to his soSealed proposals for furnishing
ciety telegraph wires, modified the the city schools coal for the coming
switchboard through which the lines winter will be received up to 7:30
ad been connected, so that it could be o'clock p. m. July 16,.1907, at °fa
manipulated by an operator, and at- in high school building. Bid on I
le
tached signal bells to all the circuits nut and mine run—about
car
as a means of calling the operator's loads. Bidder makes differe e in city
attention. There were 20 subscribers scales and company
ales.
The
served by this pioneer switthboard.
ight to reject
board reserves the
In the same month-- that Mr. Doo- any and all bids.
little put his switchboard into operaW.T.BYRD,
eon, the first fully equipped commeroarcl of Education.
Cler
cial telephone exchange ever established for public or. general service
en't a place to lay my head".
"I
was opened in New Haven, Ceonn. It
haven't you a
was a success from the start, and no "WIfat's the matter;
we have
sooner was the success of the .New2Mme?" 0, yes; but 3rou see
around." —
alltows
sofa
many
so
undertaking
aftparent
Haven
Omit
other cities began installing catetral New York Press,
offices. The possibilities thus' given
the telephone increased its popularity
enormously. In spite of the doubts
and hesitations nearly everyone show
(el In the earls. days. June 30, 1877,
there were 230 telephones in regular
use-230 telephones in the whole
world 30 years ago today, where now
there are upwards of 7,000,000.
Within a month after, the number
had more than' trebled; within two
months it had been multiplied .by
six; and by the spring of 1880, there
were In operation some 61,000
transmitting and
receiving telephones. Meantime the central °Wert
had multiplied wonderfully, and by
March, 1881,there were In the United
States only nine cities of tnot4 than
10,000 inhabitants ,and only one of
more than 15,000 without a telephone exchange.
Switchboards.
The early switchboards were curious contraptions besides the modern
type of apparatus. They took several
forms before the "multiple board"
was worked out. At first they had
signal bells of different tones, one at
the end of each eututeriber's circuit,
the distinctive tone indicating which
line was "ringing up." Then numbred drops were adopted, each line
having a metallic stutter in the
fruntof ehe_beArd Which, when the
the generalo
subscriber turned
crank at the Side of his telephone le
strument, fell so as to &Miley Ito
number of his Bee. And finally came

Toilet and Towel Rack
Made in solid oak for
63c.

KITC

TS Rockers

BINE
Just like cut, solid botAre alm ssity this hot
tom, for 98c,
th labor and
weather,
In nice finish and substantial we
money s cash, 50c per
offer you for 73c.
week w one.

PLATE RACK

VOI
CR

IRON BEDS
Are the beds for this kind of
weathey 11.98 will get a In large
full sie, nice and substantial.

Sanderson,
Perkins 1 Co.

11.2 —11-41-116."'N111111111111111,01111

esa,

ce- center
have many
-otWatbh elliierli*
s;
fgt.eatly
reduced
pri

to
Inrestigale
This
Clearance
Sale

Gee Whiz!
Sanderson furnishes
25c paper and does
the work all complete for only one
dollar per room
down, balance
weekly. Closing out
this season's odd
patterns and right
now is your chance
to get a bargain.
Ring 1513 or call at
428 Broadway.

98 Ce

We have quite an
assortment in odds and
ends in wash
RTS
stands,
1.98 will buy and offer them as long
as they last for
$2,40
cut.
each.
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their guardian's). It will cart little.
If it should nest thousand, and sate
one embrye teaminal, who tOght
INOORPORterigre
otherwise Wee de-.0oped iuta a marE. M. FISHisit. President.
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enough to b missed, and we are pro- Engineer
John F. Bichon, to Charles E. Etch.
Ky.. as second class matter.
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and
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that
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Engine Wheel Cast Tire Going at property in the county,
mail. postage paid..81.00 the court r actual criminal prac$1,600.
Per year. by
Full Speed and Split Switch
UN Padu ea. KY.
Robert Thompson to Cartte E
Aildress THE S.
358 thses.
Phone
in
Safety.
Third.
Perry, property in the county, $6410
(Vire, 115 South
It is wied, cruel and unjust to
New punish boyito go wrong because of
& Young. Chicago and
Payne
physical clew or improper home
In Police Court,
York, representatives.
training atiufluence, when their
Edwin Wood, charged with breakfollow:
the
at
found
PASSENGERS
ARE THANKFUL ing
THE SUN can be
into Roof Bros.' grocery store
physical dets might be corrected,
tog places:
net week, waived examination this
R. D. Clements & Co.
their
nral
and
guardians compel),
Bros.
Colin
Van
morning and was held over under a
ed to AO thduty by the youths. It
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm.
Sticking to his post, knowing tha $300 bond which he gave.
will avail meting to punish people
John Gibson, charged with cutting
for wrong ig, when they may re- every second might mean certain
Henry
Harper last night on Elizadeath,
at
theiration
turn
Engineer Carl Swanson stopof their period
of punishm instructed in crime, ped passenger train, No. 103, run beth street, without inflicting seris,
ous wounds, was granted a continuand hearted with hate against ning south from Louisville on the Ii
ance.
their own 1 who spurn them as linois Central, shortly after 1 o'clock
Other cases: Brad Chilers, colored,
branded cries, to prey on society this morning at Bratchet, a station
of ordivance, continued;
again, It 'teepee and better to 12-5 miles north of Paducah, prevent- breach
Pinkney Childers, disorderly conduct,
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
take them Ind and correct them ing what would doubtless have been
$5 and costs; Will Baker, converting
while youniwe look only to the the most serious passenger wreck in
money to his own use, held over;
June, 1907.
years.
material,
Flying
at
seside of the question.
the rate of 60 miles
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GRAYSON

Charles
Phillips,
known
as
Charles Grady, was arrested
last
night by Patrolmen Cross and JohnSon for the,alleged malicious shooting of a man in Batesville. Miss.,
over, a )ear ago. Ile is being held
pending the arrival of Mississippi of-Deere.
Grady, or Phillips, is 23 years of
age, and was the adopted son of
Frank Grady, formerly turnkey
at
e,he county jail, now dead. He enlisted in the le S. navy and deserted.
Ten months for desertion were given
him and he spent them in the guare
house. On being released he came to
Paducah, arriving two weeks ago.
lie had been residing in Tyler. Grady
offered no resistance and took his arrest calmly, saying that he guessed
lie would get no more than 10 years •
at Batesville. A reward of $100 is offeree for him, which will go to the
Paflucat policemen.

(Continued Frog' Testerday.)
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"I hope you have received no injury, -Most fortunately I saw you leaving
"Please drive me there, I will not him to Beaten on a limited income
AN5NAlli,1
Sold by Drogesea,
madam,"
he
St.
said
politely.
WITH
Louis
ieprive
you of your cab.",
the Regeut's hale" he replied. "This
1.
with the hope of breiking away from
or eon t la plain amps.
7.50
by impress, prepaid, to
"Oh, not at all. I was frightened for cub was waiting for you and you only.
So they drove away together. SIM old asecieletest and of getting imme'l
tA, re I t,st.en 11215
Memphis
an instant How could It have hap- The man refused at least one fare in .1.e driver of the hansom, striving to loudness energy into
7.50
him.
pened? I saw the lamps quite plainly. my presence. The others followed iu a 'ree his vehicle from the broken fresMr. Peige gave him some good, wholeThe elan seemed to pull his horse de- brougham. Do you knoW them?"
het, paused to scratch his bead.
some advice and started him along in
ge OUCHS
soralgoa
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
liberately into the barrier."
R
"No. I have never, to my knowledge,
business, particularly instructing him
fairly
bested
"'E
crowd,"
the
he
Office 201 1-2 Broadway,
The voice was singularly sweet and seen either of them before in my life. growled,
Office Richmond House.;
ND ALL
ATDAS
IfifO
.
ROL
ND LUNG
OUthEll;See
Thac
T"
"an got the girl as well. My to "get his name be ire the public to
PADUCAH, KY.
well modulated. A neighboring arc HOW came you"let
the
peeple
Telephone 66-R,
know
he
was
living."
etc.
eye,
she's
but
a beautyr
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
Telelthonee: Office 330; residence, lump illuminated the girl's face, with
"I happened to bear your address. I
Not very long after this Boston deOR MONEY REFUNDED.
987.
its white, unpitying radiance. It re- will write to you and explain. Go
but Mr. Paige very late one eveeine
(Continued in Next Isaue.)
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. in.; 2 te
vealed features beautifully modeled now," he quickly interrupted, for Vicwas requeeett to call at a nearby pep .m; Sundays, 2 to 3 p. in.
and large, startled eyes that looked tor and his friend were apprOaching
tite statiee. The yoaug man, It ale
Bargains in Egyptian Mummies.
wonderingly from the mau who came them after a hasty eonferenee.
peered, had got into a very noisy game
•
EVANSVILLE,
Along the bank of the Luxor side of arri was o:reste.i,
PADUCAII
AND so promptly to her rescue to the driver
"Leave you to deal with these aseasbut not before he
river,
the
in
the
shop
CAIRO LINS.
of Ahmed Abd- had been cleaned out of everything he
who had caused the mishap. Philip, sine alone! Not I: I can defend my.
el-Rahin,
there is an astounding bar- possessed.
behind the hansom, was unseen. He self. I can help you. I will scremn
Evansville said Paducah Packet. remained a critical observer.
"Well, rating mane said Mr. Paige,
for assistance. There are too many of gain in mutnmified babies, and one in
"I fear he is Intoxicated," was the them for you to resist them single- particular, which he Claims la 3,04Y0 "Ibis is nit',', isn't it?"
(Ineorpnrated)
yews old, is offered for the trifling
"Well, sir, you told we to get my
reply. "Here, you How came you to handed."
name le.fore the public."
make such a blunder?"
Philip vowed afterward that fire sum of $12,
Sper
,
1v.nIr varrttion on the Oro,
The circumstances is not without
"Oh. yes." Mr. Paige replied, "but
"Blind as an owl," came the gurgling flashed in her eyes. There was a
and travel via the large. t.eI,
ant ...,,f,irtable steamers of it didn't tell you to have a judge and
answer. "1 saw some red spot,: den'-in' splendid passion in the gesture with its pathetic side; neverPheless..the
It et ' Toe. Your Iota, ticket &g,•r. •
abaht, but I thort it must be that least which she pointed to the enraged han- first impulse of the average human jury go with it to fix the advertising
v"
y.,u through tickets rta 11,1)
rates."-Bos
1,itte to ail (treat Luke Itoton Herald.
gill re beer."
som driver, who had climbed from his is th laugh
when the honorable
rnamM17,111MVFSLAIVier cosi.
Nevertheless the cabman extricated perch and was ruining to join his em- Ahmed conies forth with the gay litwill he in
(Daliy Except Sunday.)
beIw.',-n Detroit and ClevaLid for
his horse and vehicle from their pre- ployers. ,
tle case covered with hieroglyphics
searim
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
Steamers Joe Fowler and John I dicament with singular ease
This was a new experience for Phil- and tells you that it is a baby and WITH ARNICA
for a half
and WITCH HAZEL.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Erase drunken man.
Ea A C TIME TAELE
urges that it be taken to America.
The best Salve in the world for
LAKE ERIC DIVISION
will* and way landings at 11 a. rn.
MACKINAC DIVISION
"(loin' on, miss?" be grinned., -There's
liens
The curious part of it is that many Cuts, Bruises.- ,Sores, Ulcers, Salt
.
.y
10.30 P. M.
...,, I....Toledo Mondays & 5a-ego•
9.30 A: M.
An,,.te
'
r -land deity
5 30 A. M.
Special excursion rate now in et nothin' extry for the eteeieechise."
•Tuesclays & Thunders 4.00 P. M.
tourists do buy these mummies, which Rheum, TetterYChapped Hands, and
Leave Cie., -land deny . • . . 10.15 P. M.
trOadelit
Mondays
Ilg
ordays
For the
*Ss'
3.00
"No, no!" cried the lady. "I will
P. U.
Ill
eruptions.
feet from Paducah to Evansville
skin
It is guaranteed
Antra Detr ..t ds:iy . . . •
to all appearances are genuine as to
5.30 A. M.
I •Vreinewhin & 0.101.yi 0 30 A. M
and walk.
to give satisfaction, or money reFear Trip per miek.
I will pay you now."
00•111,7,ftriag Jan. 155.
Trl•Waidt • Paythrld Tope howeem Detroit mad rierelailed
return, $4.( 0. Elegant music on
another
is
age;
and
it
curious
fact
&wt.,.1•17 sad Awn., Pr-,-,, J‘......
the
Nil to it. ...mart lath Ow C. A T. 1..I•e Iri.i op•ras• day
funded. Price 25e by Druggists.
"Take my advice and pay hen Hot a
6er...silly Itetwora cloys:60d. Pat-is-as:
.04 Toted.
that tourists buy the mummy cloths.
boat. Tabl unaurmased.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Seat at ,0 mat stamp far iIlaArstood palaphIe4. Addr•AL, 10.
cent," protested the man by her side.
!Adria G. P. A., INtrolt. la ieh.
tattered and torn and stained, alDavit° T•CLIVIILAND NAV. CO. rump at. 11•EUI.,, en.. a.
Ctiveland. 0.
"Leave him to me. My friend here
/.•••••t.. 4..1 sr,
though wonderful in color and deSTEAMER DICE FOWLER
will take his number.' If you will!acDenatured
sign, that have been wrapped around
('olorado's Wild Tobacco.
cept a seat in my brougham" the dead bodies of the ancient EgypProf. Fritz Knorr, of the Colorado
Loaves Pat",uealti for Cerro and
Alcc3hol
The cabman began to se-ear and
WO
tians. Also the venders of separate Agricultural college
threaten them all with personal viohas found toMndings at 8 a. in. shrove, daily,
ear
hands anti feet teem to enjoy a good bacco growing wild in
lence. The lady, clearly unwilling to
great pro
Sept Sunday. Special excursion
retie avail herself Of
during
the
income
season.-L
esliefs fusion in the eltrotezunia valley of
We take pleasure In announcthe accommodating ofuow in effect from Paducah to Curt
Weekly,
fer made to her, tried to edge away.
ing that we now have Denatured
Colorado. Prof. Knorr is a native of
and return, with or without
moos The driver of the hansom whippet his
Kentucky and knows tobacco culture
•Alcohol for our trade. It is to
and room. Good music and table nn, ht5ree on
to the pavement. By this
all the way from planting the peed
The Great North Country.
be used for burning purposes
Surpassed .
time he had Willed his back to the
N ;mad was a mighty hunter, but to breaking the necks of the big
only, as nearly every one now
For further information apply
had he hunted in the "Temagami" green worms. A•hile attending the
tsi ,roadtuenders' barrier.
knows, but for use in the arts
S. A. Fowler General Pass. /gent,
The girl, angered and alarmed.
region he would have been a might- farmers' Institute at Cortez. in the
or
and
mechanics it is the most
shrank toward the gentleman. who
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent,
ier one, Nimrod hunted for glory,but Montezuma valley, Prof. Knorr was
AS
economical and satisfactory fue
Temagamians hunt for game, Those asked to suggest a method of eradiFowler-Crurcbaugh 1 Co's. MEM seemed to give her some measure of
known.
1
protection from the lufurlated cantle of
Indians who made the first canoe of cating a troublesome weed. He took
Both obtuse,No. $A..
all the trouble.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
birch bark long ago, were our great- a sample of the weed to examine it.
"De step into my brougham," he said
also burns without any of its
est benefactors, The children of these and was amazed to see In it a fine
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
civilly. "Victor,Pug grab the gee-gee's
Indians know the oenoe, and they specimen of wild tobacco. It FeerSIS
offensive odor, Next time try
4tIVER PACKET COMPANT bend
again, and keep that idiot quiet
know how to use it. and if you go to that none of the farmers there were
it In your chafing dish or alcountil we get ttivay. Now, madam, take
Temagami this summer they will pad- familiar with the tobacco plant and
hol heater; it will be a revelaFOR TENSE-SEE RIVER,
my advice. You will be quite safe ind:e
your WU* in their own superb did not recognise the obnoxious weed
tion
to you. Re sure to phone
stantly."
Way. They *111 be the best guides you
tire ancestor of the cigars they
WINSTEA
D'S,
for
no
other
Even yet she hesitated. There was
ever had. Students who camp in sum- were smoking. it is believed that toPaducah
drugglati
handles it,
perchinube a timbre in the quiet, culmer along the Temagami lakes arta Itaiwei was raised exteresitroly in the
tured tone of the speaker that del not
Both Phones 756.
able to do two years' work in one. Montezuma valley ages ego by the
ring truly. The note of n bell catitiot
Finest (ir fishing and hunting. Easy
be perfect If there MI a flaw In the
ilk 4 pt. and bottle; fle rebate of access by the Grand Trunk Rail- dwellers. --Now York Tribune
mend, mud the human velee often befor bottle.
way System. For information and
PILES! PILES! MIMS!
trays a warped nature -*elite' to all
beautiful dfteripeve publication Rent Williams' Indian Pile 0Intmentlerill
lbc 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Bottled In Bond
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee River outward seeming
there Is a fair exfree atip'e tt) W. Roletwon, 606 Park cure Blind, Bleeding • and
Itchtng
Every Wednesday at 4 P. m.
for bottle.
terior.
Plies. It absorbs the tumors, allays
Building, Pittsburg, Pit.
A. W.
...........Master
gijc 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
The wan who addressed her was
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
.._EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk youthful, not much older than herself.
;tot hottle.;
gives inttspt relief. Williams' Indian
T-hie. erimpetry is not resOonsible He- was elielishtly a gintlernen,
(ittessittni itt-it-:- -"hilt. - what is Pile Ointment
with
is prepared for Piles
for Invoice charges Tuileries colleeed by the polish and easy repose of steeper.
"Mousseli
poi?"
ne de and Itching of the
menasellhe de
private pasts. Sold
welch
ee
env.
ikele," "Wril It's either by druggists. mall 60c
the clerk of the boat.
ills word!', his attitude, were III the
an,' $1.00,
a eke sze or a (melee ,,r softie sort." William.' M'f'g CO., Prqpri., CismeSpecial exeukdon rates from Pell/- beat of taste. Yet-W
tif.1
lend,
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the round
0.
hingtoh
A loud altercation Welke-but uetween
Pro* Syria on Telophes Orden.
trip $8.0•0
Liiiii;es Paducah every the cabman and "Victor." The lattei.
"
.
..T.!' Seventh end flrotriWaY.
`,
ro tolerate
This world hi s•
The bonds of Matrimony don't aldid 'lot appear to be so ready to lay
WedllealdIty
4 so, In,
ways beer
a..• .0
I
iikkity Men Who hit)
$ per cent.
* -,*
Two dosese• give relief, and
one box wil cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or lilad-der
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumatism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at
50
eents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by MePherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville
,
Ky.
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This is the season when
whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.,

•
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Early Times

Jack Beam
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RUNNING RACES
J3Y CLUB MEMBERS
•

Ken T. Prank Will Take Best String
in This Section To Do
Ohio Fairs.

MATINEE

MEET NEXT

Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done

FRIDAY

Very few of the people, when reading the
Dropping the whip and taking up
want ads. which
probably 85 per cent of the readers do, ever realize
the bat members of the Matinee club
just what
splendid opportunities a three or four line notice
will .be seen in the saddle Friday at
will do.
the semi-monthly races. Gus ThompA few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had
son, Virgil Sherrill, Ben Frank,
just Installed himself in a flat; purchased new furnitu
George Goodman, Zack Bryant and
re for the entire
establishment, bad to leave the city, due to
other members of the club will start
a change in his
business. "What shall I do with this (settle
and great interest is taken in
the
" he thought.
event. Heretofore all running races
Then he remembered the Sun want ads. pet
four lines in for a
seen here have been
few days and sold all the furniture, at splendi
handled
by
d prices, in a few
jockeys, within weight. This race
days.
was arranged, regardless of weights,
This is but one of the many incidents of
the result of a banter made among
a similar nature.
- • • L_
et le AI:7
club members.
You may not have an outfit of furniture
111 ' esie
to sell, but, you
For the first time this season, Dimay have something around the house some
Leketill""
one may want—
rectly Boy, said to be one of the
an old carpet, or range, some musical
instrument, or bit of
fastest horses in the state, will be
furniture. A want ad. is a fascinating
thing, for nearly every
seen on the course in a regular event.
one reads them.
He will pace against Harry A in one
mile heats, best two out of three.
Try a want ad. for yourself, and test its
merits. The coat
This will really be the feature race,
is one cent a word for one insertion or three
cents a word for a
and Directly Boy will not be turned
week, cash with order.
over to Frank, who has leased him,
• 11..
until after this race. There is much
Chorus of Eskimos: "We won't go home till
rivalry between members of the club
mailing!"
Mate of the Blubber Seek: "Rattlin' riggine but
in support of the two starters. Harry
eese
them fellers
in fer a spree, ain't they?"
A has demonstrated his ability to
win from all comers heretofore, but
has never gone against Directly Boy.
Members of the club are completing the program, and will have it
ready for publication by tomorrow.
Will Do County Fairs.
Ben T. Frank, owner of one of the
REIneertYliiIS OF MRS, EDDY -WANT
-ASSUMED BY FRENCH OFFICIA1 biggest stables
PROPERTY CONSERVED.
of fast race horses in
reeg•-re• ^••••••r..--t— IN COMMUNICATION.
western Kentucky, has added to his
string by the purchase of Blackwood
Carrying Bridge Timber Near
and the leasing of Directly Boy from
A court To Hold It In Trust Until
the West Kentucky stock farm, and
German Comment Is Appreciative of
Krebs Station
Their Rights May Be Eswill take a string of four fast startSpirit and Expreesed in Reers into Ohio next week to do the
tablished.
ciprocal Terms.
county fairs. Mr. C. G. Harris, trainer for the West Kentucky Stock
Received at Illinois ventral Hospital
farm, will assist Mr. Frank in man- CITY ERECTING
1 lot extra good be Tablets, each.. —
With Their FRCVS, Arms and
ITS OWN POLES
Concord, N. H., July 9.— A bill in
aging the string. While the itinera5C
TO CARRY FEED WIRES.
Berlin,
Chests
June 9.— That the GerBlistered.
1
lot extra good White Envelopes, 50
equity, seeking to place under the
for
— 5C
man press is in general in favor of a ry has not been definitely arranged,
jurisdiction of the court the trust
300 pieces Sheet Music, was worth
growing sentiment for improvement a start will be made at Hicksville,
25e, now 3 for..._.— 10C
fund of $125,e00, created by
0. Mr. Frank has some of the fastest
Mrs.
500
pieces Sheet Music, worth 25e, special
in
the
lations
sc
betwee
n
France and horses
Mary Baker G. Eddy, head of the
a copy..__ 10C
of his class of breed In Ken- One Hundred and Seventy-Three
IS USED TO PRESERVE TIMBERS Germany is evidenced in
50 boxes fine Stationery, regular 25e and
the recent'tucky,
Christian Science faith last Februafeels
and
35c
Poles
assured
Averag
that
his
e
$5
Apiece
19C
speech
—
by French Foreign Minister.
ry, subsequent to which time the suit
20 boxes fine Stationery, worth 50c,
Rewinding Generator.
now.
Pinchon and Dutch at Paris. The ap-;starters will win first and second
—
29C
for the accounting of her property
100 Selected Paper Back Novels,
proval of the government also is ap- money in a majority of the events he
were 10c and 25c, now
was brought by certain next friends
enters.
Four men were horribly burned parent from
a semi-official note pubeach
of Mrs. Eddy, was filed tole)..
about the chest and arms, one in the lished
5C
today in the Nord Deutscher' Frank will carry Ella Mack, Harry
George W. Glover, of Lead. S. D.. face, at 'Krebs Station
A, Directly Boy and Blackwood on
Supt. J. 0. Keebler, of the city
several miles Allgemeine Zeitung. This
article: the
a son of Mrs. Eddy, and his wife and south
road. They are his four fastest lighting plant, is engaged in removof Paducah on the Illinois Cen- sayte
The friendly tone in which
four children are the plaintiffs, and tral, in handlin
starters, and Herres will do the bulk ing the city feed wires from the East
g bridge timbers pinchon referred to the Francok
ler-'of the driving
the bill Is one of many that has been which had
undergone a creosote man relations
. ejarris has been train- Tennessee
Telephone
company's
is appreciated and reentered in connection with the al- treatment. The
ing Blackwood and Directly Boy and poles. The pity was using fin oh
over treatment of ciprocated here. Understandin
the
At Harbovr's Department Store,
gs re- knows
ready complicated litigation Involv- the timbers
them thoroughly. Loleta, the telephone company's poles.
caused the burns, which garding mooted
The
questions arising
ing the property of Mrs. Eddy.
fast pacer, which broke the track change necessitated the erectio
are even more painful than burns from time
n of
to time can very well be
Pending the legal proceedings,
from flames or carbolic acid.
a
mark of 173, thirty-five foot poles and 41
They reached without affecting the rights record unpaced with
Is alleged, have prevented the Glov- were treated at the
2:14, is also being considered by Mr. forty-five foot poles at an
Illinois Central or interests of any country
estimated
or enten- Frank,
ers from enjoying the trust fund, and hospital, and it
INDIANAPOLIS BUILDINGS - FALL.
and he will decide on her by expense of $1,400. The telepho
will be weeks before tes and conventions existin
ne
g between Saturda
they, as plaintiffs, ask the court tq they will
UI
y.
be able to resume work. France or Germany
company notified the city that it
or
-third
parties.
order that the money and securities The accident
DEATHS IN GRAVES.
Collapse in Businese Section Causes
is one of the few of its If this conviction
would have to cease using its poles
grows on
both
mentioned in the trust deed shall, kind on record.
$220,000 Loss—None Injured.
several
weeks
sidee
MEXIC
ago.
there
O
DENIES
will be established sponduring the pending of the suit to deJesse Stokes, 38; Ernest Butcher, taneous
—AD
At first the expense was not esti- OPly between the two powers
termine Mrs. Eddy's competency, be 28; Calvin
Indianapolis, Ind., July 9.— Two
Hart, 22, and
James more favorable atmosphere
which That United States Is "rying to Buy mated so high, but from the pay roll
held in trust as property under the Blanks, 24, al: section
Mrs. M. E. Cartwright, wife of J. brick buildings,
three stories high,
laborers of will facilitate to a great degree
it
is
found
Lower
the
Califor
labor
nia.
will
amount
to L. Cartwright, of West re-eeguardianship of the court, and that Krebs, were
the
died located near the northwest corner of
set to work loading settlement of many
Washington, July 9.—The Mexican $800, and as the poles are worth an Saturda
questions."
in due time the court shall advise the timbers at Krebs.
y
night
of
stomach trouble. Meriden and Maryland streets
All day in
the
ambassador, through the secretary average of $5 apiece, the expense is
, in the
plaintiffs concerning 'their rights and broiling sun they
She is sruvived by a husband and six center
worked, handling RECEIVER FOR TOBAC
of the wholesale district, eolin charge of the office at Washington, greatly increased.
CO
duties in connection with the proper- the heavy timbers
children. She was a sister of Attorn- lapsed
, which were soakfrom estlin
' e unknown cause
TRUST MAY BE SOUGHT. today said:
ty covered by the trust deed.
Today Supt. Keebler is shipping ney T. J. Murphey, of Mayfield, and
ed with the chemical. They were unearly this morning, entailing ti loss of
"There is not one word of truth in the generating
machine to a firm at was one of the best and most highly $224,04
conscious of the fact that too much
10. A subsequent fire in the
Washingtpn, July 9.—It is under- the statement published by the press Fort Wayne, Ind.,
to be rewound. It esteemed women in that section. The debris
Mr. Ferguson taboitt to make a creosote had been used, and
when stood the department of justice has about negotiations between
caused a considerable portion
Mexico
,is
expected to be returned in 30 days burial took place
trip)—"Laura, where is my travel- night came their flesh itched
Monday at Mt. of the damage
and adopted a new and highly important and the United States
. Had the collapse ocfor the sale of 1-and then the city will have an
Pisgah.
ing umbrella?".
the itch fast developed into a burn- plan
auxcurred during the business hours, a
in connection with ite proceed- Magdalena bay and lower California. iliary
machine in good condition. The
Mrs. Fergusan—"On its travels, I ing sensation until blisters appear- ings
large loss of life would have occnragainst the so-called tobacco The subject has never been mentioned rewind
ing will cost the city $840, besuppose. I haven't seen it since the ed. Alarmed at their condition they trust.
Mrs. Hester Brisendine died yester- red. The buildin
After asking the court to issue by the state department to the Mexi- sides
gs were among the
the freight charges.
last time you took,tt out."—Chicago consulted a physician and were subpoe
day afternoon.
Oldest in the city.
nas to defendants requiring can ambassador, and besides there is
brought to Paducah at once.
Tribune
them to appear and answer the alle- not one inch of Mexican territo
ry CAMPAIGN
Stokes had his face badly burned,
AGAINST THE WORM GEMS WORTH $11'5,000 STOLEN
gations contained in the bill, and ask- that could be purchased at any
"Are you sure you railway people
price
his cheeks resting against the tim—Any of your advertising approing that the monopoly complained of under any consideration."
are giving the •public a return for
bers as he handled them. His arms
To
Be
Waged
in
the
priatien
Dark District Portion of the State Regalia Is Ta-frittered
being
be declared illegal and in violation
aellyee
their money?"
of Kentucky and Tennessee.
"Flitter...I money" is half-brother to and chest where exposed, were also bf the Sherman anti-trust act, the
ken From Castle in Dublin.
"Certainly," answered Mr. 6uatin
Legal
Lore.
burned.
The
others
received burns on department in its
equandered money.
Dublin,
July
9.--A
portion
petition, which
of the Stag, merrily, "We always sell
the fore arms, chest and neck.
a
probably will be filed in New Yerk
Nashville, Tenn., July 9.— An ex- estate regalia, valued at $250,000, has round-t
rip tiekett to anybody
Creosote is used to preserve tim- within
that
haustive campaign looking to the been stolen from Dublin Castle. The
a few days, will ask the court
wants it."—Washington Star.
ber, making its life much longer.
extermination of the flea-beetle and safe in which the regalia was kept
if in its judgment the interests and
Bridge timbers and ties are treated
other tobacco injuring insects In the was forced. The jewels stolen were
the facts as disclosed demand such
' Use t3a211 .vans ads. Mr
with it priticinally.
'
,Emilia.
dark tobaccp district __of Tennessee those used in the ceremony of invesertione thin flee/vete -be appointed to
and
titure
ill the Ordertake charge of the business and adKentucky, A. C. 'Morgan. a CorSir - Patrick, InCUPID MAKES TEACHER FAMINE minister
nell graduate, has been sent here cluding the processional cross, studit in harmony- with the law.
from Washington to make an inves- ded with diamonds, and the jeweled
Kansas Short 1,000 Because So Many
tigation of the situation. Remedial sword which is borne in procession
DRIED BUTTERMILK FOOD
Have Lately Married.
measures will he instituted immedi- at the investitue of the knights, Lord
FOR COWS OF KKANSAS.
Has been spent by the InternaFor
,
ately after Mr. hiorgan's investiga- Castletown, knight of St. Patrick,
tional
Typographical
Terrier—Now, what do you auppose tion.
Topeka, July 9.— The sly wile.
Union
was to have been chief of the state
Manhattan, Kan., Aulv 9.—An endshire .1sterust, 1905, in securing
they
Mean
of Cupid threaten
by
cur-few
laws?
to disrupt the less chain arrangement that
ceremony on the visit of King Edon its
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Very iew people apprectak ihe
great value of the small want
ads in the newspapers :

Will Ride Their Own Mounts
Regardless of Weights

PHONES 3 5 8

FRIENDLY TONE

COSTS $1,400

Temptations for Possible Purchasers

D. E. WILSON, the Book and Music Man

Four Million
DOLLARS

Paducah Cigars
UNION MEN

Paducah Typographical
Union No. 134.
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Will J. Gilbert
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